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CHAPrER I 
NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBIEM 
There are many situations that can be illustrated by a set of 
points joined by lines. Transportation and communication situations 
are outlined on paper with maps. A chemist draws molecular diagrams 
to represent the chemical bonds between the atoms of complex molecules. 
Engineers use diagrams of electrical circuitry and flow in pipe line 
networks. A geneologist draws family trees. Sociograms are used by 
psychologists. The administrative organization of an institution can 
be represented by points to indicate the staff, with lines representing 
the line of command. Blue prints are used by architects. Diagrams of 
some nature are used in some respect by nearly everyone. The question 
arises as to whether all such patterns have anything in common? 
Certainly all the diagrams consist of points representing atoms, people, 
cities, electrical connections, etc. with lines indicating some relation-
ship between the .things represented by the points. 
The first publis1:J.ed systematic attempt to study 'i all such patterns 
was made by a German mathematician Denes Konig in 1936. He named such 
geometric figures or patterns "graphs.'' It is unfortunate that such a 
name was picked since it means something quite different from the graphs 
studied in analytical geometry and, function theory. Nevertheless, bow-
ing to tradition, any set of elements and a relationship between the 
elements will be called a graph. 
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Need for the Study 
The very nature of graphs is so fundamental that nearly any 
discipline has at some time an occasion to use graph theory. Ther~-
fore it is natural that such disciplines have developed theories 
pertaining to graphs. However, each discipline developed orily that part 
of the theory significant in the discipline. The terminology arising 
from such a diversified development is unrelated and sometimes mis-
leading. Such a beginning has led to a need for a systematic 
development of the theory divorced of any particular setting and that 
can be universally applied. 
There are many fields of mathematics now in the mathematics 
curriculum that overlap into graph theory. Large areas of set theory, 
pure combinatorics, algebra, geometry and especially topology consider 
problems of graph theory. However, since graph theory now makes its 
appearance in so many fields and especially since a large amount of 
graph theory could be developed and presented at the high school or 
undergraduate level, it would seem t0 merit more than just a passing 
glance in the curriculum. First, however, a great effort is needed to 
introduce graphs as a logical abstract mathematical system. A sequen-
tial rigorous development with preciseness of definitions and 
sufficiently complete to reveal its basic nature and applications is 
needed. 
There are also pedagogical implications involved in developing a 
suitable introduction to graph theory. Graph theory !'.!an be intro~uced 
in several ways, depending upon the nature of the concepts used in ,. 
the definitions and the analysis used in the development. Some means of 
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developing the subject lend themse.lves more directly to an intuitive 
understanding while -others may lend themselves better to exped~te the 
subject. Each method has certain advantages and disadvantages. One can 
first determine the most expedient way to develop the subject and then 
investigate the amount of maturity and knowledge prerequisite to its 
understanding; or he may assume a certain level of maturity and back-
ground and develop the subject accordingly. 
Since the theory of graphs has been developed in so many fields and 
referred to by so many names, it is easy to overlook important 
contributions. To this extent, there exists a ?eed to compile an exten-
sive bibliography complete enough to reveal the major contributions to 
the subject. 
Procedure 
It is for the ab,ove reasons that this study has been ~!itten. 
The general approach was a careful survey of the existing contextual 
development of graph theory and its applications in order to redevelop 
the theory in an abstract formal manner with un.iversal application. 
Since graph theory is an old subject dating back to the solution 
of the Kc!engsberg bridge problem by Euler in 1735, much of the language 
used in graph theory .has historical overtones and is out-dated. For 
instance, very few of the earlier papers on graph theory used the lan-
guage of sets which is in common practice today •. Great care was used in 
this paper to formulate explicit and precise definitions in an up-to-
date mathematical language. The definitions are complete enough to 
avoid ambiguous remarks and paradoxical situations. 
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The theory in this paper is developed and presented in a sequ~~~~al 
deductive manner better to relate the t ·he-ory -and to expedite its devel-. - .. 
opment. A logical and complete· argument is presented for nearl--y all 
theorems. It was intended- that the rigor used in this paper will merit 
- . 
the use of the material as a basis for further future development. 
The simple nature of graph theory lends itself to many applica~ 
tions. Any introduction to graph theory would be sadly incomplete if 
certain applications were neglected. This paper has numerous examples 
and applications appearing where it is appropriate. Such applications 
and examples will not only show the significance of the subject, but 
will serve as .models to help trigger the associations needed to reason 
I 
with the abstract development. 
The maturity and mathematical concepts. attained by an undergraduate 
student of mathematics are sufficient for him to understand the 
material presented in this paper. I~, was found that a great amount of 
graph theory can be developed ,in a concise manner without utilizing any 
far-reaching tools of mathematics. There are several occasions in 
Chapter VI~ to use some basic concepts of point-set topology, but all 
such- concepts are found in an undergraduate course i n point-set topol-
ogy. However, the material in Chapter VII can be read wit h a great 
am6unt ,of understanding without knowledge of point-set topology. The 
most important prerequisite for an understanding of the material pre-
sented is the maturity to work with abstractions and knowledge of the 
nature of "proof." 
An extensive search of the literature was made to compile a 
bibliography revealing work pertinent to the the9ry and application of 
···-graphs.·· There··:ts··no·way-:o:r··k:nowing··ths:t·tbe list is complete, but it v··· . ······ . 
dbes include most of_ the!notable works. 
Limitations 
This pa.J)e-r is limited ·to the very basic· concepts ·that majte up the 
•• • • • ' •·• ' - ' • '"• " • ,. • ' ' ' ' • •," • • •" • • ... , ~': " . ., ••' I -·, 
subject of·graph·theory.·· :r~·_;s· further-limited ':'Y the·math~tica.l 
tools used in ~ ts development~ ·· Certainly more coqiplex and det_ailed 
conjectures can be proved provided a broader background is assumed of 
the reader. The applications presented are limited to only basic and 
immediate understandable situations. 
Expected Outcomes 
It is expected that this paper will serve as a readable source in-
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an up-to-date language for an undergraduate to gain 8ll understanding and 
appreci~tion of the nature of graphs. The reading of this paper reveals 
the history of the subject and an acquaintance with the men who contrib-
uted to its growth. 
It is further intended that the preciseness and rigor used in 
developing the subject will furntsh a suitable foundation for any 
further detailed development. The large bibliography is intended to 
supplement the efforts- made for such future study. 
CHAPI'ER II 
BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Any mathematical system consists of a set of elements. In dealing 
with number systems one may discuss the set of integers, rational 
numbers, real numbers, complex numbers, Gaussian integers, or quater-
nions. Algebra is concerned with sets for which binary operations 
are defined on the set. Geometry ordinarily deals with various sets 
of points called lines, planes, triangles and so forth. However, in 
constructing a useful mathematical system more is needed than just a. 
set of elements; a relation between the elements of the set is needed. 
A set by itself is not very exciting unless some relation is expressed 
between the elements. In the various number systems one defines re-
,, 
lations such as equality and order or as in the integers, the relation 
a divides b. In geometry one deals with relations such as are illus-
trated by the terms collinear points, parallel lines, perpendicular 
lines, congruent triangles and so forth. 
Relations and Graphs 
Relations are of such importance in mathematics that a general 
definition and convenient notation is needed: 
Definition 1.1. A binary relation R between sets A and Bis a subset 
of A X,B. 
6 
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Wlten A= Ba binary relation between elements of A and elements of 
A is called a relation ·on ·A. By subset we ·are including the· e\UPtY set 
and the whole set. The symbol Ac B denotes that A is a subset of B. 
If Risa relation and (a,b) € R then itis said that, "a is in 
relation R to b." (a, b) € R is sometimes denoted by aRb. The notation 
Rb will be used to mean the set of all x such that xRb. The notation 
aR will be used in a similar manner to mean the set of all x such that 
aRx. That is, 
Rb= fx lxRb} and 
aR = f x laRx). 
The theory of graphs is a very general theory with many applica-
tions. In fact, the theories of graphs and of relations are very 
closely related as revealed by the definition. 
Definition 1.2. A graph consists of a nonempty set Sand a relation 
Ron the set, denoted by (S,R). 
Note that a graph is not just a set nor a relation on s, but both. 
Definition 1.3. An element of Sin a graph (S,R). is called a vertex. 
· Definition 1.4. An element (a,b) of Rina graph (S,R) is called an 
arc from a to b. The vertex a of arc (a,b) is called the initial vertex 
and vertex bis called the terminal vertex. 
In order to gain an intuitive feeling for graphs a dot is used to 
represent a vertex and a line segment with arrows from a to b to repre-
sent an arc (a,b). For example, if S = (a,b,c,d,~) and R = f(a,a), 
(a,b),(b,a),(b,c),(d,d)} then the graph (S,R) can be represented as in 
Figure 1. 
Figure 1. 
81:nce · ~aphs ·· and relations· are ~imilar much of the terminol~. 
regarding relations will be carried over into graphs. · It may p.appen 
~- . . ' .. . . . . . . . ':' .. 
that in a relation R every element is in relation to itself. ·· A rela- · 
tion R such that aRa for all a is called a reflexive relation. 
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Definition 1.5. A graph (S,R) where R is a re.flexive relation is called 
a reflexive graph. 
Definition 1.6. If (a,a) e Rina graph (S,R), then the arG (a,a) is 
called a~· 
In Figure 1. there are two loops, namely, (a,a) and (d,d). 
If a relation R is such that aRa does not hold for any element, 
then R is said to be irreflexive. 
Definition 1. 7. A graph"·(S,R) where R is an irreflexive relation is 
called an irreflexive graRh· 
I 
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For a; graph (--S ,R) to · have··an irrefle~ive relation R is equivalent 
to the property that it has no ·loops. · 
Certain relations ·R -have the prope~ty that whenever &Rb then bRa. 
Such relations are said to be symmetric. 
Definitionl.8. A graph (S,R) where Risa symmetric relation is called 
a symmetric graph. 
It may be that in a relation R, aRb always implies ·that ·b is not in 
relation R to a, denoted by br,a. Such relations are called asymmetric. 
Definition 1.9. A graph (s,R) where R is an asymmetric relation is 
·. 
called an asymmetric graph. 
An asymmetric graph has no loops and is therefore irreflexive. 
Another important property of relations is that of transitivity. 
If Risa relation such that aRb and bRc implies aRc, then the relation 
is said to be t;ransi ti ve .• 
Definition 1.10. A graph (S,R) in which Risa transitive relation is 
called a transitive graph. 
In a transitive graph if there exists arcs (a,b) and (b,c), then 
there is an arc (a,c). 
One of the most important types of relations is that of equivalence 
relations. A relation Ron a set Sis an equivalence relation if and 
only if: 
1. For every a€ s, aRa. (Reflexive) 
2. For a,b € S whenever aRb, then bRa. (Symmetric) 
3. For a,b,c € S whenever aRb and bRc, then aRc. (Transitive) 
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For example, let S = {r1 ~r2,w1,w2,w3,b1} be -a set of colored blocks 
~~th ·1:1 and r 2 red blocks; wl'w2 and w3 white ~locks; and b1 a blue 
' block. Define the relation Ron S by the property that xRy if and only 
if x has the same color as y. The relation R is an equivalence 
relation. The graph (S,R) is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Figure 2. 
One of the major reasons why equivalence relations are of interest 
is because any equivalence relation defined on a set partitions the set 
into disjoint subsets, called equivalence classes. Conversely, a parti-
tion of equivalence classes of a set defines an equivalence relation of 
' 
the set. A partition of a set is a set of subsets, called cells, such 
that each cell is nonempty, the intersection of any two cells is empty 
and the union of all the cells is the set. A subset A of a set Sis 
said to be an equivalence cl~ss with respect to an equivalence relation 
R if and only if: 
1. A j ¢. 
2. I f x,y € A, then xRy. 
3. If x € A and yRx, then y € A. 
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In the example of ~he colored blocks the equivalence classes would 
be· ·the -subsets -·of' 'bi:ocks ·with· -the-··same- color. It is easily seen that 
such e·quiva.lence classes partition the set of blocks into disjoint 
subsets whose union is the whole set of blocks. 
If the relation Rina graph (S,R) is the empty set, then the graph 
has only isolated vertices.· Each vertex is isolated for there are no 
arcs. 
Definition 1.11. A graph (S,R) where R is the empty set is called a 
null graph. 
For exa~ple, if Sis a set of baseball teams and a relation R is 
defined as aRb if and only if team a wins over team b, the graph (S,R) 
at the beginning of the season is a null graph. 
The other extreme to a null graph is a graph in which a,b implies 
bRa. That is, every pair of vertices a and b has either (a,b) € R or 
(b,a) e R or perhaps both. A relation with this property is said to be 
determinate. 
Definition 1.12. A graph (S,R) in which Risa determinate relation is 
said to be complete. 
Subsystems of a Graph 
In nearly any mathematical system it becomes necessary to consider 
"subsystems" of the sy~tem such as subsets of a set, subgroups of a 
group, linear manifolds of a vector space and so forth. This same 
situation is true in the theory of graphs. However, there are basically 
two kinds of "subsystems" of a graph that will be of interest. 
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l)efinitton 1:.13. ·· ·A-snbgra.ph--of-a··-~ph:·{S.,!R) is- a graph· (1?,W) s~~h that 
., ........... ,. -· ... .. .. ... .. ..,,· 
T·c Sand Wis the relation consisting of all (a,b) e R such that 
a,b El: T. 
It may be that···one··wou;td want to c-orisider the entire set S of a 
graph (S.,R) and any subset W of R. 
Definiti~ 1.14. A partial graph of a e;raph (S,R) is a graph (s;w) 
such that W c R. 
In fact, one may want to consider something more or less a 
combination of a subgraph and partial graph as defined by: 
Definition 1.15~ A partial subgraph of a graph (S,R) is a graph (T,W) .. . 
,such t~t T c S and W c R with W t: T X T • 
.... 
To i-a.lustrate subgraphs, partial graphs and partial subgraphs 
consic;ler the following example. Let the graph (S,R) in Figure 3 repre-
sent a road map of a small country with S the set of towns in the 
country and (x,y) e R any road from town x to town y. Further suppose 
that some roads are gravel, indicated by dotted lines, and that towns 
e and fare on islands not connected by roads. 
:f'iii,-
l "-",, 
' \ \ i. '-
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One may be ·interested·only in·the road:s··directly connecting a. set T 
of particular· towns ··of··the·:·~~:Y ·s. Sucn-·a··map would··be- ··a. subgjt'aph. 
If T _=_ (a~?,d} an~!.= f~a,c}-, (c.,~h (d,c)J ·then·-tll.E! gr~ph (T,W) is a 




However, if one is interested only in the gravel roads of the 
country s, then he would consider the partial graph (s,w) with 
W = ((d,c),(f,f)} c Ras given in Figure 5. 
ae 
f 
c ... ----<-----.. d 
Figure 5. 
............ 
' ' ' ' \ ,.I ,_ ... 
Moreover, if one is interested only in the gravel roads connecting 
towns in set T, then this would be a partial subgraph of (s,R) as 
illustrated in Figure 6. · 
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a• 
Ce- L d ----~-----... 
Figure 6. 
Directed and Undirected Graphs 
The orientation of arcs may or may not be of significance tn a 
particular problem. For instance, if (s,R) is a graph-withs a.·E,;et of 
·" ··}·-· ........ . 
people and th~ relation R defined as aRb if and only if_a can "conta~t" 
b then the importance of or;entation depends on the means of contact. 
If the contact is by direct personal contact, . telephone, etc., then the 
graph is symmetric. However, if the contact is by a one-way communica-
tion system; carrier pigeon, jungle :drums, 'etc., then the orientation 
becomes an important factor for a.Rb need not imply bRa. Because .,.the 
orientation may or may not be important in a particular proQlem, a dual 
set of definitions will be used to distinguish the two· situations. 
Definition 1.16. .An eclge, denoted by [a,b], is any pair of vertices 
a and b of a graph (s,R) such that a.Rb or bBa. 
An edge is different from an arc for an edge does not carry a 
direction whereas an arc does. Notice that the notation [a,b] for an 
edge is not an ordered pair since [a,b] == [b,a]. The graph illu!;!_trated 
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in_Fit;Ure 3. has six e~es and ten arcs. An e~e is usually illustrated 
with a solid line between a and b without the arrows. 
Det'initi'on 1.17. The orderof···a ve·rtex·±s the-numbe-r-ot'··eug~~ contain-
. · ing··the·vertex. ··:A vertex ··of···fi-uite···order will be called even or odd 
~ . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . ;,:. ' ,., . ' 
according as it's order is even or odd. 
Definition 1,18. _A ;12ath in a grt1pll_:(s,R) is any or<iere~ se_~:.((9.-,b), 
(b, c) , (c, d) , • • • ) . of arcs with the terminal · verte:ic of e~ch ar¢ being 
the initial vertex of the succeeding arc, if it exists. 
~-P~th ((a,b),(b,c),(c,d),(d,e)•••) is sometimes denoted by 
abcde • • •. 
Definition 1.19. A path is finite or infinite depending on the number 
of arcs. 
Definition 1.20. If each arc in a path is used only once then the path 
is said to be simple and otherwise composite. 
Definition 1.21. If a path goes through each of its vertices only once 
then it is called an elementary path. 
Every elementary path is necessarily simple. In Figure 3. ~;h~. path 
acbd is a simple elementary path whereas the path dcbdcab is a composite 
path. 
An important special case of a finite path is that in which it 
repeats itself. 
Definition 1.22. If a finite path has the initial vertex of the first 
arc the same as the terminal vertex of the last arc i.t- is called a 
circuit. 
In Figure· 3. the· path abdc·a is a circuit. 
Associated with the termspathandcirciq.it for directed graphs 
are the terms chain and cycle in undirected graphs. 
Definition 1.23. A chain is an ordered set ( [a; b], [b,cL, [c,d] .• • •) 
of edges with one vertex· of each edge coinciding with a verte~ in the 
succeedin§!; edge.and the other vertex coinciding with a vertex in t;he 
preceeding edge. 
In Figure 3. acdb would be a chain but not a path. 
Definition 1.24. If each edge in a chain is used only once, then the 
chain is said to be simple and otherwise composite. 
Definition 1.25. If a chain begins and ends at the same vertex it 
is called a cycle. 
· Connectedness 
The idea of paths and chains gives rise to other important 
properties of a graph. Two such properties are (1) that there exists 
a path or (2) there exists a chain between any two distinct vertices 
of (S,R). 
Definition 1.26. A graph (S,R) with the property of a path existing 
between any two distinct vertices is said to be strongly connected. 
Definition 1.27. A graph (S,R) with the property of a chain existing 
16 
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between--any two-·di-stinet vertices -i-s·--·said t-e-·-be -connected. 




Definiti-on-·1--.-28-.---·· A-strongly-·connecbed·-·graph··{s,R) with·-the···propewty 
' -that·-f"or-·-ail:·arcs· (-a,b}.a(S,R .... {a,b)) is not strongly connected, is said 
to be minimally strongly connected~. 
Definition· 1.29. A eonne-cte·d· graph ·(S,R) wi-th-·the·-property·.,th.a.t for 
all edges [a,b],(S,R) - [a.,b] is not connected, is sai~ to be-minimally 
connected. 
Many times it is of intere-st- to find ·all the vertices of a graph 
that are connected by a chain to a particular vertex. 
Definition 1. 30. The-- ·set · of all vertice·s · cenne·cted by ·a -cha.in · to a 
vertex a and including vertex a is called the component of the vertex 
a and denoted by C • a 




It is·ea-sil-y·seenthat·two·-graphs (S :,R} and (S ,R) such that ,' ........ ,,, . . ............... , ..... ,, 1 1 .. . .... 2 -2---· ., ........ . 
s and:--S consist ·of -d±ff'erent. element1.--cow;_d· have·the same ieometric ... 1- ..... ...2- ... ' . .. . . . ... " ... ... " . , . .. .. ·:;· ...... 
repre·sentation. · For instance, let S = (a,b;c-}; R = ({a,b),(a.,c)J 
. , · · . · · r' · · · 1 · ....... 1 " . ... ·· 
a.nd_s2 = (_~;2~~1, ~2 = {(2,3),(~:,l_)J. Both graphs (s1,1\). a.nd 
(s ,R) a.re represented in Figure 8. In such a. case one ~Y feel 
... 2-- 2- ······ . .. · · · · · · .. · - , · 
that there is no significant difference between the graphs. In a. 
Figure 8. 
sense (s1,R1 ) and (s2,R2) are the same graph. This situation is des-
cribed in general by saying the graphs are ''isomorphic." 
_,. 
Definition 1.31. Two graphs (s1,R1) and (s2,R2) are said to be 
isomorPhic if and only if there exists a one-to-one mapping f of s1 
onto s2 such that if (a,b) c R1 then (f(a),f(b)) e R2 and conversely. 
The mapping f is called an isomorphism. 
In the example illustrated in Fi~re'8., (s1,R1) and (s2,R2) are 
isomorphic· --~d.nce the mapping f defined by 
f(a) = 2 
f(b) = 1 




This chapter includes some of the very-basic theorems relating 
the terms defined in Chapter II and that will be needed f'or disc;ussions 
to follow. An illustration or application is given for some of the 
.theorems in order to help reveal the nature of the theorem and_ show 
its application. 
Theorem 3.1. If in a graph ._(s,R) there exists a path (chain) from 
a to b1 and a .path (chain) from b to c, then there exists a pa.th (cha.in) 
in the graph (S,R) from a to c. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows directly by merely combining the 
two given paths (chains). 
Theorem 3.2. If there exists a path (chain) in a finite graph (S,R) 
from a to bf a., then there exists ·an'elementary path (chain) from 
a to b. 
If any two vertices coincide in a path (chain) then the circuit 
(cycle) between them can be deleted from the path (chain) without 
destroying the defining properties of a path (chain). If th~s procedure 
is repeated until no vertex is used twice in the resulting path (chain) 
then an elementary path (chain) will be obtained •. It should be noted 




Corolla.ry-··3.5-. Every-circuit (cycle) of a finite. graph (S;R) contains 
'-" -·· ..... 
an el~mentary circuit (cycle). 
·Theore·m ·;.4. · Every .. a.-rc· in ·a ·stron~y.-conne·cted graph (s,R) is contained 
in some elementary circuit of (S,R). 
"· Let····(a:,b)·beany·arc·in ·a· str~gly·connect·e~·gra~hJS:,R)·. Since 
(s,~) __ is_ ~trongly connected than ·there exists a path fr~m b to a. By 
Theorem 3.2 there exists a.n elementary pa.th fromb to a. The elementary 
path from b to a together with the arc (,a,b) constitute an elementary .,· 
circuit containing arc (a,b). 
Theorem 3.5. A subgraph of a complete graph is complete • 
. Let (T,W) be any subgraph of a complete graph (S,R). If a,b e; T 
then a,b e S since Tc: s. Since (S,R) is complete the (a,b) e R or 
(b,a) e R. By definition 1.13 of a subgraph then (a.,b) e w· or (b,a.) e; W 
and (T,W) is complete. 
Theorem 3.6. A connected symmetric graph is strongly connected. 
Let (S,R) be a connected symmetric graph and x,y es. Since (S,R) 
is connected then there exists a chain ([x,a1 ], [a.1,a.2], • • • [an,Y]) from 
x to y. Since (S,R) is symmetric then the paths ((x,a1 ), (a2,a3) • • • 
(a ,y)) and ((y,a. ),(a ,a 1)•••(a1,x)) exist. Therefore (S,R) is n n , n n -
strongly connected. 
Theorem 3.7. A strongly connected graph is connected. 
22 
The theore·m··is··i-rnmediate···since··the~ exists a path be-tween any two 
.•.. ·- '.' ·--·\ .... 
vertices and hence a chain exists between them. 
The-orem··-3.8-...... ·-For any·-two·dist1:nct··edges·of a c?1;1-nec~ed graph there is 
an elementary chain with the given edges as ends. 
Consid:er··any two distinct-edges [a,b-] and [c,d] of a connect~d ·. ' . . ' ... 
graph (s,R). If' either·vertex of· [a,b] coincides with a. vertex of [ c,d] . . . . .. .. 
then the othe~- vertices are necessa~ily distinct-and ([a,~],[c,d]) is 
a required elementary chain. If vertices a,b,c, and dare all distinct 
then since (S,R) is connected there exists a chain b~tveen band c. By 
Theor~m 3.2 there exists an elementary chatn bx1x2x3• .. xnc bet-ween b 
r·,.· . 
and c. If a -/= xi, d-/= xi for all i = 1,2, • • •n, then abx1x2x3•• •xncd is 
an elementary chain. If a= x1 !or some 1, 1::: i::: n and d-/= xi for 
all i = 1,2,•••n, then abxixi + 1 ···xncd is an elementary chain. If 
a f xi for all i = 1,2,•••n and d = xi for some 1, 1::: i::: n, then 
abx1 •••x1 _ 1x1cd is an elementary chain. If a= x1 for some i, 
1::: i::: n and d = xj for some j, 1::: J::: n, then either i < j or j < i. 
For i < j then abxixi + 1 •••xj _ 1xjcd is an elementary chain and for 
j < i cdxjxj + 1 ···~1 _ 1xiab is an elementary chain. 
Theorem 3.9. Every component C of a graph (s,R) determines a connected 
a 
subgraph (C ,W) of the graph (S,R). a 
C c S by the definition of a component and if Wis the relation a 
consisting of all (x,y) e R such thatx £ ca, then (ca,W) is a subgraph 
of (S,R). Consider any two distinct vertices x,y e C. If x = a or a 
y = a then there exists a chain including x and y since C is a 
a 
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···· ··component. ···Ii' ·x·f a ·and·y·J·a··then··there···ex:t·sts ·a chain· ·inc1:uciing y and 
• •• ·-·· •• - •• ·' ...... ,. - •• • ••• ,. ,· • • • •. > .......... ~·- .. ,.. - ..... ,. •• _, •• ' ' '· ••••• , "' -· - • - ••• ·"' • • •• • • •• ' - •• • 
··a·chain-·±ncluding-·x and .. a.· · Henc·e·-ey··Tlt~·orem 3.1· there e~ists a chain 
... ··- .......... , .. , ....... -. .. I ··-··-· - -- -·- ... -· ... ;. --- . " .... , ..•. , .. , ... N ••• > 
including x and Y• Therefore the subgraph (C ,w) is connected. a. 
-•..... , .. '. 
TheOreJll 3.10. The set of a.11 components of a graph (S:;R) is a partition 
of the set S. 
By a partition· of' S into components·it·±s·understood·that e·aeh 
component ·ts nonem.pty,·_t~ intersection-of d~stinct com~'?.11:Ilt~ is empty 
and the union of all components is the sets. It is obvious that each 
·component C of' the graph (S,R) is nonempty since a e: C by definition 
a.. . a 
1.30 of a component. AJ.so a~s Ca= s. 
In order to prove that the intersection of distinct components is 
empty it will suffice to show that can Cb f ¢ implies ca= cb. 
ca n Cb -/: ¢ implies there exists an x e ca n Cb. By The_orem 3.1 and the 
definition 1.30 of' a component then a and bare connected by a chain. 
Furthermore, if ye Ca then there exists a chain from y to b going 
through a and ye Cb and conversely. Thus Ca c Cb, Cb c ca and 
c = c • a b 
A simple illustration of Theorem 3.10 is an organization where 
person xis in relation to person y if' and only if x has contact with y. 
A component C ~n the organization is the set of' all people, including 
x 
x, that can make contact with x through a sequence of people. One might 
call componentcx a "grapevine" which includes x. Theorem 3.10 indi-
cates that all grapevines (components).partition the organization. 
That is, every person belongs to some grapevine, but only one. Any two 
members either belong to the same grapevine or they cannot make contact 
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with each other through the grapevines. 
·-'.I'heorem-·-3.1;1.----·~--set-··of'--·a;;l:-J:··-comp-onents·-of·a··.,~ph'···fS,·R)-·1ietermines a 
partition of the graph (s,R) into connected su~graphs. 
subgraphs~ Consider any (a,b) e R. '!'he vertex a is contain~d in 
,., .,., ·- •• ' .• 1, 
some component C since the· set of all coniponents partition the set .. _.·· .. x . . .. .... . . . . .·. .• 
s, and be C since (a,b) ER. Sincea,b e C thenthe·arc (a,b) is .. .. . . . x . . .. . . x . . . . . .. 
contained· ·in ·the connected subgraph (C ,W ) • Therefore, each arc of . . .. ...... . . .. . .. .x x ' . . . ,. .. . , ... .. 
(S,R) is containeg,_i:r,.,some connected subgraph. Any two such·connected 
•. _ - r • •· - • ',",. • , r• .. 
subgraphs (T1,w1 ) and (T2,w2) are disjoint since T1 n T2 = rp and the 
definition of a subgraph implies w1 n w2 = rp. 
Theorem 3.12. A graph (S,R) is connected if and only if S is a com-
ponent. 
If the graph (S,R) is not connected then there exists vertices 
a and b that are not connected by a chain. Hence S is not a component. 
Conversely, if Sis not a component then by Theorem 3.10 there exists 
at least two disjoint components C and Cb. Thus bis not connected a . 
to a by a chain and the graph (S,R) is not connected. 
Theorem 3.13. A complete graph bas only one component. 
Let a--.nd b be distinct vertices of a complete graph (S,R). Since 
(S~R) is compiete then (a,b) ER or (b,a) e R. Thus (S,R) is connected. 
By Theorem 3.11 (s,R) bas only one component. 
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Theorem·-3.1-4- (7)1. A finite l;raph--(S,R) is strongly conneotJ~d if and 
•. ~- •.•• ., •. " ~· - •. .• .. ~ .> • ,· 
only if there are no proper subsets Ac S such that {xRjxe A) c::A. 
·· If a··graph:-(S,R) consists ··of'·· only-·one··"V'el'.'tex· then··the theorepi 
, .. , "" ., -· ····--- ·- .. , . " .. ,. ' - .... ·-· ······ . ... ., ... ~ ... - ......... ~- ........ ·.-::· ~ 
follows since···it ts··-strongly a-omie-cte-d··and S has no pr-oper·subsets. Let .. .... ... .. - .. .. "' . . . :· .. 
(S,R)·be·a·st:ongly connected·graphwithA any·p~ope~suh.set-of_S. 
Since A is a proper-subset of'··-s then there exists a vertex b ·such that . - .. -· 
b i A~ Since (S,R) is st~ongly_connected then there:exi~ts ·a_:P'i.~~ f'rom 
any VE!'rtera EA to b/. A. Hence there· exists an arc (c,d) in the path 
such that c EA a.nd-d ,_ A. Th±s:means that de (xRlx e Al, but d ,- A 
and therefore {xRlx e A}¢ A. Conversely, let a and b be any two 
vertices of a graph (S,R) that has no proper subsets Ac: S such that 
. I 
fxRlx e AJ c: A. Consider the subset B = fxjthere is a path from a.to xJ. 
" 
If ye fxRlx EB) then there is an arc (x,y) and a path from a to x 
which together give a path from a toy. This means ye Band therefore 
(xRlx e B) c B. Since there are no proper subsets such that 
(xRlx e BJ c B then B = S. Hence b e S and there is a path from a to 
b. Therefore (S,R) is strongly connected. 
Let a graph be represented by a complex system of pipes with 
oil flowing in the system. Suppose it is known that oil flows from 
every proper subset of joints (vertices) directly to at least one 
joint not in the set. By Theorem 3.14 it is known that oil flows from 
any joint directly or indirectly to any other joint. 
Theorem 3.15. If (S,R) is a finite minimally strongly connected graph 
1 . .. . 
Arabic numerals in parenthesis indicate a reference to the 
Bibliography. ~ 1 
with at least two vertices, then in (S,R) there are ··at least two 
• • ~ ••••• ,.. •• <". .. •• ·' .. ~ •• • J ~' : ..... ' ••••• ,. •• • ••••• - ·- " •••• • ••• .,.. .. ... .., - •• • •• • 
vertices each contained in exactly two arcs. 
. --~ 
.,. 
The·orem· 3.1,·wi"ll··be·prove·d·:~r·.induci:ion··on·the··nllm~er·-of edges. 
Let· {S,~) be a··:f'inite--_min±mally·strongl-y··conne·ctedg~ph. First note 
that (s,R) is·trreflexive since·if it contained-a loop (a,a) then 
q -· • • • ••• ~· ··~ ••• ,.. • ., • • ,. • - - .• - • ,· • 
(s,~, ".': f{a.,a)J) _would be s~~y· conne·~ed ·?ontrad±c~f.IIg·t,p.at. (S,_R) 
is minimally ·5.trongJ:y:connecte·d. If (S,R) contained·only·om~ edge .. __ 
[a,bl, then to be strongly connected (a;b) '¥. R and-·(b,a). € R.. Since 
(S,R) contains no loops then vertices a and b are each '?'onta~ned in. 
exactly two arcs, namely, (a,b) and· (b,a). Assume the theorem; is true 
for a minimally strongly connected graph with less thank edges. Let 
(S,R) be any minimally strongly connected graph with k edges. 
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It will now be shown that the new graph (T,W) is also minimally 
strongly connected. Let a and b be any two vertices of (T,W). There 
exists an elementary path ax1x2 ••• b from a to bin (S,R) sine~ it is 
strongly connected. If the path contains only one or no vertex in the 
circuit then the path also exists in (T,W). If the elementary path 
ax1x2•••b contains more than one vertex in the circuit, then the 
part of the path between the first and last vertices in the circuit can 
be deleted from the path ax1x2···b still leaving a pat~ from a to bin 
(T,W). Therefore (T,W) is strongly connected. Now suppose there exists 
:, •i-· . . · .. 
an arc (a,b) e W such that,(T,W - ((a.,b)}) is strongly connected. Thus 
there exists a. pa.th in (T,W) from a. to bother than (a,b). This pa.th, 
with part of the circuit if necessary, provides a. path in (S,R) from a. 
to bother than (a.,b), contra.dieting that (S,R) is minimally strongly 
connected. Therefore (T,W) is minimally strongly connected. $ince 
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·· ·· (T· w)-·1:B"-·tn±nimally· ·strongly· .. conneuted·-~nd:-·has-less thazr k--e·dgj!!S, then 
... ·. ' . - ...... - . - .. - .. . . ..- .. -.... - ... .. . .... ... - .... ., . ., ... ··- -· .- . .. . . ... . ... . .... .. - ..... ' ... . ... '} .... . 
··· ·by··assu~on-:~'fiW).--:,c·~~~l;ls at.least two vertices x··andy each con-
tained in exactly two arcs. 
J 
·- Lemma··-:,-.16.--·--Any·-vertex·--of·{S,·R-)- n'E;>t- ;n ~he circuit is contained in the 
same number of arcs in (T,W) as in (s,R). 
If the--veTtex is not eonnected: to the circuit·by·a.n· edge:, then 
.... : 
the lemma ~oilows ~~nce_a~ ~res in·(s,R) that eontain the vertex a~e 
a;~o ~nJT,W) and vice versa. Let b be. a vertex not in·_-the ·cir,~~1~'- _ 
but connected to the · ctrcui t by an·. edge. · Vertex · b cannot be co;ntained 
in three or more arcs each with the other vertex in the circuit, since 
at least two of the arcs would be from b to the circuit or from the 
circuit to band one would make the other superfluous (unneeded for 
minimally strongly connected) in (S,R). Similarily, if vertex bis 
contained in exactly two such arcs, then one is from b to the circuit 
and the other from the circuit to b. Hence, these two arcs and any 
other arc in (S,R) containing bare transformed to distinct arcs in 
(T;w), sob is contained in the same number of arcs in (T,W) as in 
(S,R). It should also be clear that if bis contained in only one 
arc with another vertex-in the circuit, then such an arc and any other 
arcs containing bare transformed to distinct arcs in (T:;W). This 
proves the lemma. 
Now in (S,R) there are either, (1) three or more distinct vertices 
not in the circuit, but each contained in an arc with the other vertex 
in the circuit, (2) exactly two such vertices, (3) exactly one such 
vertex or (4) none if (S,R) is the circuit. 
First- considercase·-(1). ··If-there ··are··thre·e· ·or·'more· verti:ces 
not ±n···the·- circuit but -contained··-:tn ·a-rcs· -with··a··vertex :in· the circuit . . , 
-···· . .,
the~_ the :c;~~?it ·is· tran·sf'~~-·in~o-·a·vert~x ;n {~;~~ __ t~y is con-
tained-fn·th'I'e·e· or·more·d±st·inct arcs in {'1.',W). It follows that 
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neither-·vertex x·or y·is that··vertex. ---- '.rheret'ore x or y are vertices of 
(S,R) not·in·the circuit. ·By the lemma, x and y are vertices in (s,R) 
.. -- . -., ·- ........ .. ,, 
each contained in exactly· two arcs of -(S,R). 
. . 
Case (2) is a little more involved. Let- b and c be the only 
two vertices in {s ,R) not in· the· circuit, but each contained in an arc 
with a vertex in the circuit. Note that there cannot be two arcs from 
b or from c to the circuit or two arcs from the circuit to b or to c, 
since one would be superfluous in (S,R). Hence, if there is a total 
of three or more arcs each containing b or c with the other vertex in 
the circuit, then the circuit is transformed into a vertex of (T,W) 
included in at least three-arcs of (T,W). --Neither vertex x or vertex 
y is that vertex. By the- lemma, then x and y are vertices in (S,R) 
each contained in exactly two arcs of (S,R). If there is a total of 
only two arcs between the circuit and vertices band c, ~hen one arc 
is from a vertex, say b, to the circuit and the other from the circuit 
to c. Now there must exist a path not including a vertex of the 
circuit from c to b. Therefore, if the circuit contained only two 
vertices then the path from c to b would make one arc in the circuit 
superfluous in_ (S,R). Henc~ the circuit must have at least three 
vertices, with at least one contained in exactly two arcs of- (S,R). 
Also either x or y must be a vertex of (S,R) not included in the --
circuit. By the lellllDa, that vertex is contained in exactly two arcs in 
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' 
.. _. --~~-~e>llS'ider--case.-.(-3) .--~_ h,·~--~e--only:":ri;':~-n~:t:n.· th~·.eircuit, 
'but·-containe-a:·-in·an arc with·a--vertex-±n·the ei'reuit. Th.ere 'must be two 
- ·· · arc·s,·on~·from · the·_ circui"t· ~o _:~ :~·the other· fr~-:~·· ~o _the· cir~':i t, 
since ·(S;R} is strongly--conne·cted. It' both arcs include the s~me 
vertex-in the circuit,- t~en any other--ve-rtex-·±n·the ~ir~uit (there is 
at least one} is ·contained-in exactly two arcs of (S,R). Also x and 
y in (T,W) is a vertex in (9-,R). not in the·- ~ireuit· and by t·he _~ef!l~ 
each--±s cont~"ined in exactly two arc~··of (S,R). The only other pos-
sibility is- for· the two arcs including b to contain different vertices 
. .. - ' . ' ~ ., 
of the circuit. If this happens then the circuit must contai~ more 
than two vertices or otherwise one arc in the circuit is superfluous 
in (S,R-). Thus, there is a third vertex in the circuit, belonging to 
exactly two arcs. Again x or y is not in the circuit and there are at 
least two of the desired vertices in (S,R). 
Theorem 3.17. A finite irreflexive graph has an even number of odd 
vertices. 
Theorem 3.17 is easily proved by mathematical induction. A graph 
can 'have any number of' edges. An irreflexive graph with only one edge 
obviously has two odd vertices. Assume the theorem is true f'or a 
finite irreflexive graph with k edges and let (S,R) be any graph with 
k +ledges. If any edge of (S,R) is deleted, then the number of odd 
vertices changes by O or 2. By assumption the deleted graph has an 
even number of odd vertices and hence (S,R) has an even number of odd 
vertices. This completes the proof. 
.Corollary $-.18. A finite ref'.1-extve gr~ph has an even n;amber of even 
vertices. 
..I . ' 
Theorem·3.i9. The sum of the ord,ers of all the vertices of a finite 
irreflexive graph is even • 
. ,By· 'Theorem 3.17 the··sunr--of·-the·-orders of the ·odd verlice.s is 
even. Since the sum-of' the orders·of' a;Ll even' vert:j.ces is even then 
the sum of the orders of all vertice,s is even. 
Corollary· 3.20. ,The·sum·of the orders of all the vertiees of a finite 
reflexive graph if even or odd according as the number of vertices is 
even or odd. 
Theorems 3.17 and 3.19 lead to interesting comments that one can 
make about variou~ situations. For example, consider all the animals 
in the world with two animals related if and only if one depends on 
the other for survival. Do not consider that an animal depends on 
himself for survival, that is, make the graph irreflexive. It is 
therefore known that an even number of animals exist that give vital 
assistance to or depend on an odd number of animals. Also if one adds 
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the total number of animals that directly dependent on and necessary to 
a particular animal, then it is even. 
Theorem 3.21. If all vertices ai, i = 1,2,•••n and bj, j = 1, 
of an irreflexive graph are such that jaiRI = J'Rbj"I = k1 and 
1Ra1 j = jbjRj = k2, k;1 -f,. k.2, then n = m. 
The theorem states that if each vertex is either a terminal vertex 
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to exactly~ arcs and an initial vertex to e~~c~l! ~2 !~~~ or a termi-
nal vertex to exactly k2 arcs and an initial vertex_to :xet?t;:y-_kL~~~~, 
then there are as many vertices of one kind as there are of the other. 
' , .. 
Such a graph exists as illustrated by Figure 9. with k1 = 1 and k2 = 2. 
b 
Figure 9. 
Theorem 3.21 can be proved by counting the number of arcs. One can 
count the arcs by associating with each vertex a1 the k1 arcs with ai 
its initial vertex and with each vertex bj the k2 arcs with bj as its 
initial vertex. Thus k1n + k2m is the total number of arcs. But, one 
can also count the arcs by associating with each vertex a1 the k2 arcs 
with ai as its terminal vertex and with each bj the~ arcs with bj as 
its terminal vertex. Thus k2n + ~m also is the number of arcs and 
k1n + k2m = k2n + k1m which implies n = m. 
Theorem 3.22. If a graph (S,R) is connected, then the partial graph 
(S,R - {(a.,b))) where (a.,b) e: R has one component (connected) or two 
components Ca a.nd Cb. 
Let p e: S. If p = a or p = b then p e: Ca. or p <.z Cb •.. I! p I, a and 
pf b then since (s,R) is connected there exist chains from p to a and 
p to b. By Theorem 3.12 there exist elementary chains from p to a and 
from p to b. If at least one of the elementary chains from p to a does 
not include the edge [a,b] then pis connected to a in the graph 
(S,R - ((a,b)}). If every elementary chain from p to a includes the 
edge [a,b], necessarily as the last edge in the chain, then pis connect-
ed to b by an elementary chain not including [a,b] in the graph 
( S, R - { (a., b.) J ) • A similar argument holds for a and b interchanged. 
Therefore each vertex p of (S,R - {(a,b}}) is connected to a orb, or 
\·· 
p = a or p = b. This implies for components Ca and Cb that Ca U Cb= S 
in the graph (S,R - {(a,b)1). By Theorem 3.10 either Ca= Cb or 
Can Cb=¢ and Theorem 3.22 follows. 
It should be noted that Theorem 3.22 could be restated by deleting 
a.n edge [a,b] instead of arc (a,b) from the graph (S,R) and -still hold. 
The argument would be identical. 
Definition 3.1. If (S,R) is a connected graph and (S,R) - [a,b] has two 
components then the edge [a,b] is called a separating edge of (s,R). If 
(S,R) - [a,b] is connected then the edge [a,b] is called a non-
separating edge. 
Theorem 3.23. An edge of a connected graph is a separating edge if and 
only if there exist two vertices such that every chain between them 
contains the edge. 
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Let [a., b J be a separating edge ·of a conne·cte._~ graph (S,R). The 
partial graph (S,R) - [a,b] has two components ~a and Cb by d~fi~1.t1.on. 
of a separating edge and alternate form of Theorem 3.22. Hence there 
are no chains in (S,R) - [a,b] connecting vertices a and b. Therefore, 
every chain in (S,R) that connects a and b must contain edge [a,b]. 
Conversely, suppose a and bare vertices such that every chain between 
them contains an edge [c,d]. __ Consider the components Ca and Cb in the 
partial graph (s,R) - [c,d]. Ndw;a.. ~ Cb since by hypothesis every chain 
between a and b includes [c,d] which is deleted in (S,R) - [c,d]. By 
Theorem 3.10 then Can Cb=¢. By Theorem 3.22, Ca and Cb are the only 
components and edge [c,d] is therefore a separating edge. 
Theorem 3.24. If (S,R) is an a.symmetric strongly connected graph, then 
every edge is a non-separating edge. 
Consider any edge [a,b] of a strongly connected graph (S,R). Since 
(S,R) is asymmetric then either (a,b) e Rand (b,a) ~ R or (b,a) e Rand 
(a,b), R. Suppose without loss of generality that (a,b) a Rand 
(b,c) J R. There must be a. path from b to a since (S,R) is strongly 
connected. The path cannot be just (b,a) since (b,a.) ~ R. Since every 
path is a chain then there is at least one chain from b to a not includ-
ing the edge [a.,b]. By Theorem 3.23 then edge [a,b] is a non-
separating edge. 
Theorem 3.25. If (S,R) is a. finite connected graph with every edge a 
non-separating edge, then there exists an a.symmetric strongly connected 
graph (S,T) such that (S,R) and (s,T) contain the same edges. 
Let (S,R) be any finite connecledgraph·with every edge t:i. non-
separating edge. For an edge to be a non-separating edge, then there 
must exist a cycle that includes the edge. Since (S,R) is finite and 
there exists at least one simple cycle, then there exists a finite 
number of simple cycles. Since (S,R) is connected then every vertex is 
contained in an edge and consequently included in some cycle. Consider 
any one of the finite number of simple cycles, call it u1 • Give an 
orientation to the cycle so that it becomes a simple circuit. Any 
simple circuit is necessarily strongly connected. Hence if u1 is the 
only cycle, then the proof is complete. If u1 is not the only cycle, 
then it can be shown there exists another cycle u2 that has at least 
one vertex in common with u1 since (S,R) is connected. Proceed with 
cycle u2 as if t~ give it an orientation to become a circuit except 
leave any of the edges that are in cycle u1 with the orientation previ-
ously assigned. Together, cycles u1 and u2 with the selected 
orientation is strongly connected, because: u1 by itself with the given 
orientation is strongly connected. By the orientation given u2 any of 
its vertices has a path.to a vertex of strongly connected u1 and has a 
path from some vertex of u1 to this vertex. Hence there is a path from 
any vertex of u2 to any vertex of u1, a path from any vertex of u1 to 
any vertex of u2, and a path from any vertex of u2 to any vertex of u2• 
If all the edges are oriented, then the proof is finished. If not, then 
there exists a cycle u3 that contains a vertex in common with the 04-
ready strongly connected set of vertices with the selected orientation. 
Continue the process as before. Since there is only a finite number of 
edges then the process must stop and the sets have an orientation by 
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· whic-h ·it· ·i·s ---strong-ly· · conne-ete-d. ·····Since- ··every .. e·dge·was ·given· only one 
·- . 
· · · .. orlentat±·on--the--graph ":f:s· ·asymrnetri-c .·- ·· Every ·e·dge· ··of "{S,R) was considered 
so··(S,R) · and the new graph contain· the same edges. This completes the 
proof'. 
As an application ·of Theorem ·3.25 suppose· Figure 10 A re_:presents a 
monorailsystem between:various displays:, indicated by lett;ers, at a 
large fair. Notice that the system is connected and each track is 
involved in some cycle o~ tracks. The fair.committee deci4es since 
several trains will·be in use at the same time that every track should 
be made one-way to prevent head-on collisions. Can it be done and still 
assure service between any two displays and if so how? Theorem 3.25 
assures that it is possible and the proof of Theorem 3.25 indicates how 
a solution might be obtained. First consider any simple cycle, say 
cycle ~efgibcda. Make it into a simple circuit as illustrated in 
Figure ··10 B by following the single arrows. Next consider a simple 
cycle that has a vertex in common with that cycle, such as cycle 
abiehgida. The edges in this cycle that are not already oriented are 
[a,b],[i,e],[e,h],[h,g] and [i,d]. If one were to proceed as if to give 
this cycle an orientation, say the reverse of the order named, except 
leaving edges already oriented with their orientation, then the result 
would be as indicated in Figure 10 B with the dou~le arrows showing the 
additional orientation. There is ~o need to consider any other cycles 
for all edges are now directed. Tie graph illustrated in.Figure lOB is 
one of many solutions. 
a b 
Figure 10,A. Figure 10 B. 
Theorem 3.25. dealt with a finite connected graph without 
separating edges. A generalization of Theorem 3.25 is given in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.26 (87). If (S,R) is a finite connected graph then there 
exists a finite strongly connected graph (s,w) with the same edges, but 
for any non-separating edge [a,b] of (S,R) either (a,b) e W or (b,a) e W 
but not both, and for any separating edge [c,d] of (S,R) both (c,d); e W, 
and (d,c) e w. 
It should be obvious that a connected graph (S,R) can be made into 
a strongly connected graph (S,W) by including a set of arcs T such that 
W = R U T is a symmetric relation. However, · this statement is not 
nearly.so strong as Theorem 3.26. Not only is Theorem 3.26 interesting, 
but it takes on special importance in dealing with certain traffic 
problems. In terms of traffic control of a city with linking ~ridges, 
dead-end streets, etc. as separating edges, the theorem assures one that 
proper traffic connections can be made everywhere by ma.king the bridges, 
dead-end streets, etc. as two-way streets and by making the other streets 
one-way. This kind of map may be more restrictive than necessary, but 
the theorem does assure that such a solution is always _possible. 
The proof of Theorem 3.26 involves giving a proper orientation to 
all non-separating edges. Let (S,R) be a finite connected graph. If a. 
separating edge [a,b] is deleted from (S,R) then (S,R) - [a,b] has two 
distinct components Ca and Cb by definition of a separating edge. 
Furthermore, the subgraphs (ca,wa) and (cb,wb) of (S,R) have no common 
edges or otherwise Ca. and Cb are not disjoint. Also, if there are any 
other separating edges in (S,R) then necessarily it is a separating edge 
of (Ca,Wa) or (cb,wb). Now if either subgraph contains a separating 
edge of (S,R) then delete it from the graph and obtain additional 
subgraphs. Since there can only be a finite number of separating edges 
~he~ such a process must stop. The result is a finite set of connected 
subgraphs of (S,R) which together contain all the non-separating edges 
of (S,R) and no two subgraphs contain a common edge •. Consider any one 
such subgraph (C ,w ). lf (C ,w) contains an edge, necessarily a non-
x X X X· .. 
separating edge, then there exists at least one cycle of non-separating 
edges containing the edge or otherwise the edge would have been a 
separating edge • 
' 
All the edges of the cycle are'contained in (C ,w) x x 
since these edges were not deleted and the subgraphs are disjoint. 
Hence by Theorem 3.25 there exists an asymmetric strongly connected 
graph (C ,T) with the same edges as (c ,w ). Do this for every one of x x x x 
the finite number of the connected subgraphs for the components. Now 
the only edges of {S,R) not contained in the subgraphs are the separat-
ing edges. Since (S,R) is connected then each separati·ng edge must 
connect two subgraphs and all subgraphs are connected. Therefore, if 
all separating edges are oriented both ways then there exists a. pa.th 
from any vertex to any other. It should be noted that if the vertices 
are in different subgraphs the pa.th between them may go through several 
other of the strongly connected subgraphs. 
A kind of vertex that is similar to a separating edge is that of 
a separating vertex. 
Definition 3.2. If (S,R) is a connected graph and the subgraph 
(s - {x),w) is not connected, then the vertex xis called a separating 
vertex. If (S - {x),w) is connected ~hen the vertex xis called a 
!!£!:-separating vertex. 
Definition 3.3. A separating vertex xis sim;ple if and only if there 
is only one edge conne~ting x to each of the components of the subgraph 
(s {x) ,w). 
It should be obvious that separating vertices are of prime concern 
in dealing with problems where connectivity is important. For example, 
separating vertices in a graph representing a communication system are 
invaluable, since without them certain communications would be 
impossible. 
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The f'oll:0wing theorem characterizes separattpg vertices in the same 
manner that Theorem 3.22 characterized separating edges. 
Theorem 3.27. A vertex of a connected graph is a separating vertex if 
and only if there exist two verticei, such that every chain between them 
contains the vertex. 
Let (S,R) be a connected graph. If xis a separating vertex then 
(S (x),w) is not connected. Hence there are at least two components 
Ca and Cb. There are no chains between a and b in the subgraph since 
Ca and Cb are components. Hence, any chains between a and bin (S,R) 
must pass through x. Conversely, if every chain between a and b 
contains x., then in (S - (xJ,w) there is no chain between a and b. 
Hence the subgraph is not connected and xis a separating vertex. 
.. 
CHAPTER IV 
FUNCTIONS OF GRAPH THEORY 
This chapter contains an introduction to some important integral-
valued functions. Some of these functions are defined on the set of all 
finite graphs, such as to associate with each finite graph the numb~r of 
arcs it contains. Other functions are defined on parts of a graph, such 
as to associate with each simple path in a graph the number of arcs it 
contains. There will be occasions when it is beneficial to define an 
arbitrary function on parts of a graph. For example, in a graph 
represented by a road map one may wish to associate with a road some 
number that may indicate the condition or cost of the road. Functions 
of this nature lead to applicable relations and many lead to character-
izations of terms and properties already discussed. 
M-Graphs 
One function associates with each arc of a graph a positive integer 
called the multiplicity of the arc. Because of the definition of a 
graph, any two vertices of a graph have at most two arcs between them. 
However, there are many problems which present a need to have numerous 
arcs from one vertex to another. For example, two towns a and b may 
haven direct highways from a to tl. or two offices a and bin an organi-
t ' 
zation may haven different means of direct communication from a to b. 
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This situation can be described by a. function·; call it M, that associ-
ates with ea.ch arc a positive integer. In the example, M((a,b)) = n, 
that is, the multiplicity of a.re (a,b) is n. 
Definition 4.1. A function that assigns to each arc (a,b) of a graph 
(S,R) a positive integer M((a,b)), called its multiplicity, is an 
M-function. 
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Definition 4.2. An M-graph, denoted by (s,R,M) consists of the vertices 
of a graph (S,R) and the arcs (a,b)1 ,(a,b)2,•••(a,b)n where n = M((a,b)) 
assigned by an M-function. 
It should be noted that a graph (S,R) is a special case of an 
M-graph (S,R,M) where M((a,b)) = 1 for all (a,b) a R. Also, the defini-
tions pertaining to graphs will have corresponding definitions for 
M-graphs. There is no need to list all such corresponding definitions, 
but a few will be given to reveal the general idea. 
Definition 4.::,. An edge [a.,b]j in a.n M-graph (S,R,M) is any pair of 
vertices a and band a number j such-that arcs (a,b)j or (b,a)j exist 
in (S,R,M). 
Notice that the number of edges connecting a pair of vertices 
a a.nd bin (S,R,M) is the maximum of M((a.;b)) and M((b,a.)). An edge 
[a,b]j in an M-graph is represented by an undirected line segment with 
a and b as endpoints. Edges are undirected a.s was the case .for graphs. 
Definition 4.4. The order of a vertex x in a.n M-graph (S,R,M) is the 
total number of edges [a,Q]j in (s,R,M) containing x. 
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Definition 4.5 A path in an M-graph (S,R,M) is an ordered set 
((a,b)1,(b,c)j,(c,d)k•••) of arcs in (s,R,M) with one vertex of each 
arc coinciding with a vertex in the succeeding arc and the other vertex 
coinciding with a vertex in the preceeding arc. 
The definition of a chain in an M-graph is similar to that of a 
path, but using edges instead of arcs. 
Definition 4.6. A chain in an M-graph is simple if' all the edges of 
the chain are distinct and otherwise composite. 
Def'.inition 4.7 • .An M-subg;:aph of a M-graph (s,R,M) is the M-graph 
(T,W,M) such that (T,W) is a subgraph of.(S,R) with the M-function of 
(s,R) restricted to (T,W). 
Definition 4.8. A partial M-graph of an M-graph (S,R,M) is an M-graph 
obtained from (S,R,M) by deleting any set of arcs. 
·, 
It should be noted that a :partial M-graph of' (S,R,M) is an N-graph 
(s,T,N) such that Tc Rand M((a,b)) _2: N((a,b)) for all (a,b) in (S,T). 
A partial M-graph is also obtained by deleting any set of edges from 
.. 
(S,R,M) where the deletion of an edge means deleting the a.res that give 
rise to the edge • 
.An M-graph is represented geometrically by drawing n lines with 
arrows from a to bm when the multiplicity of arc (a,b) is n. Figure 11-A 
represents an M-graph with M((b,c)) = 3, M((c,b)) = 1, M((c,d)) = 2, 
M{(f,f)) = 3 and M{(e,f)) = 1. There are three edges between band c; 
two edges between c and d; three edges (loops) at f; and one edge 












Figure 11 B. 
Many of the previous theorems in Chapter III stated for graphs also 
hold for M-graphs. In most cases the proofs for these theorems stated 
for M-graphs, instead of for graphs, are similar to the proofs given for 
graphs •. In fact, many of the theorems are easier to prove for M-graphs 
than for graphs. Since the previous theorems which hold for M-graphs 
can be proved by arguments similar to the ones given for graphs, then 
for the sake of brevity we merely state the theorems. 
Theorem 4,,1. If in an M-graph (S,R,M) there exists a path (chain) from 
a to band a path (chain) from b to c, then there exists a. path (chain) 
in the M-graph (s,R,M) from a to c. 
Theorem 4.2. If there exists a path (chain) i~ a finite M-graph (s,R,M) 
from a to b f. a, then there exists an elementary path (chain) from a to 
bo 
Corollary 4.3. Every circuit (cycle) of a finite M-graph (s,R,M) 
contains an elementary circuit (cycle). 
Theorem-4 .4. Every arc in a strongly connected M-graph (S ,R,M) is 
contained in some elementary circuit of (s,R,M). 
Theorem 4.5~ An M-subgraph of a complete M-graph is complete. 
Theorem 4.6. A strongly connected M-graph is connected. 
Theorem 4.7. For any two distinct edges of a connected M-graph there 
is an elementary chain with the given edges as ends. 
Theorem 4.8 .. Every component C of a M-graph (s,R,M) determines a 
a 
connected M-subgraph (c ,W,M) of the M-graph (s,R,M). a. . 
The9rem 4.9. The set of all components of an M-graph (s,R,M) is a 
partition of the sets. 
Theorem 4.10. The set of all components of an M-gra.ph (S,R,M) 
determines a partition of (S,R,M) into connected M-subgraphse 
Theorem 4.11. AM-graph (s,R,M) is connected if and only if Sis 
a component. 
Theorem 4.12. A complete M-graph has only one component. 
Theorem 4.13. If (S,R,M) is a finite minimally strongly connected 
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M-graph with at least two vertices, then in (S,R,M) there a.re at least 
two vertices each contained in exactly two arcs. 
Theorem 4.14. The sum of the orders of all the vertices of a finite 
irreflexive M-graph is even. 
Theorem 4.15. If anM-gra.ph (s,R,M) is connected, then the partial 
M-gra.ph (s,R,M). - (a.;b]j where (a.,b]j is an edge, ha.s one component or 
two components. 
·. Theorem 4.16. An edge of a. connected M-graph is a. separating edge if 
and only if there exists two vertices such that every chain between 
them contains the edge. 
Theorem 4.17. A vertex c of a connected M-graph is a separating vertex 
if and only if there exist two vertices a and b such that every chain 
between a. and b contains the vertex c. ·. 
· Fundamental Numbers of Graph Theory 
Any finite graph or M-graph has a. certain number of vertices, a.res, 
edges and components. The following non-negative integer-valued 
functions a.re defined on the set of all finite graphs or M-graphs: 
a function V that associates with each finite graph (S,R) or M-graph 
(S.,R,M) its number of vertices v, that is, 
v = v((s,R) = v((s,R,M)) 
(Vis the cardinal number of set S); 
a function A that associates with each finite graph {s,R) or M-graph 
(S,R,M) its number of arcs r, that is, 
r = A( (S,R)) 
r = A((S,R,M)) =t M((a,b)) 
(summed dver all arcs (a,b) of (S,R)); 
I 
a function E that associates with each finite graph (S,R) or M-graph 
. (S,R,M) its n-qmber of edges e, ,that is, 
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c * c((s,R)) = c((S,R,M)) 
Lemma. 4.18. Theorems which hold for a.11 M-graphs hold for graphs. 
The conversion is done easily by ~ottsi-dering an ·ordinary~raph to 
be an M-graph with each multiplicity 1, so that r.M((a,b)) counts the 
arcs of (s ,R). 
The following theo~ems show relationships between the numbers 
v, r, e, and c. 
Theorem 4.19. ~f (S,R) i_s a finite graph then: 
(1) e ~ r ~ 2e or jr ~ e ~ r 
(2) c < v (a.lso holds for M-graphs) 
Theorem 4.19 is straightforward since every arc is associat~d 
with one and only one edge and every edge can be associated with at 
most two arcs. Every vertex belongs to one and only one component. 
Theorem 4.20. An M-graph is connected if and only if c = 1. 
Theorem 4.20 follows directly from Theorem 4.11. 
Theorem 4.21. A graph is irreflexive and symmetric if and only if 
r = 2e. 
In an irreflexive symmetric graph, for every edge [a,b] there are 
exactly two arcs (a,b) and (b,a). Irreflexitivity guarantees they a.re 
different. Also, for every arc (a,b) there is one and only one edge 
[a,b]. Hence r = 2e. Conversely, let r = 2e. From Theorem 4.19 
r < 2e. To have equality every edge must arise from two arcs. So 
there cannot be any lqops. Hence the graph is irreflex1ve and symmetric. 
The·orem·4.22. · Of the three following properties of a finite graph, 
any tvo imply the·-th±rd:: · · 
(1) The· g.raphi.s reflexive 
(2) The graph is symmetric 
(3) 2e = r+v 
That (1) and (2) implie·s · (3) and that ·(1) and·· ( 3) implies (2) 
follows easily by using 'fhe·orem 4.21. To show (2) and (3) imply ~l) 
let the edges be dj.vided. into t loops and e1 non-l~oPS• To be sym~ 
metric, then r = t + 2e1 • Hence, with property (:3) 2( t + e1) = 
( t + 2e1) + v and t = v. But t = v :t,m:plies refle~;i.tivity. 
Theorem 4.23. In a finite connected M-graph e + 1 > v. 
. t -
If a finite connected graph has v vertices then the minimum number 
of edges needed to connect them is v - 1. Thus, in any finite connected 
graph e + l :S v.' In an M-graph, since each arc is assigned an integer 
2: l giving rise to the same number or more edges, this inequality is 
merely strengthened. 
One may wonder by Theorem 4.23 if there are any distinguishing 
characteristics of a connected graph when e + l ::::- v or when e + l = v. 
· The answer is defini1tely ''yes" as nll· be seen later by Theorem 6.2. 
Theorem 4.24. If (s,R) is a finite irreflexive graph, then r < v(v - 1). 
The largest number of arcs in a finite irrefle~ive graph is the 
number of arrangements of v vertices taken two at a time, that is~ 
v~/(v - 2)! = v(v - 1). Thus r ~ v(v - 1). 
The·orem·:4 .25. · Afi-nite irreflexi"Ve! 'graph is complete if and only if 
2e = v(v - 1). 
In a comp·lete ·graph···ijny· -pair of··vertice·s determines a ·unique edge 
and all edges arise only· from pairs of verli:ces since it is irreflex..:· 
ive. Hence· there are as many edges as there are combinations of v 
things taken two at a time, that is, e = v!/2(v - 2) ! = v(v - .1)/2. 
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Conversely, ife = v(v - 1)/2 and since·irre:f'lexitivity means edges can 
only be formed· be:tween· d1stinct ·pairs of vertices, the1veach pair of 
vertices must determine an edge. Hence the graph is complete. 
Corollary 4.25. In a finite complete M-graph 2e ~v(v - 1). 
Theorem 4.26. A finite graph is reflexive and complete if and only if 
2e = v(v + 1). 
In a reflexive complete graph any pair ·of vertices, distinct or 
not, determines an edge. Hence, the number of edges in a reflexive 
complete graph with v vertices is the same as the number of edges in 
an irreflexive graph with v vertices plus the v edges formed by the 
loops. By Theorem 4.25, the number of edges e = v(v - 1)/2 + v and 
·2e == v(v + 1). Conversely, if 2e = v(v + l) then every edge possible 
must be formed. Hence the graph is reflexive and complete. 
It is easily seen in a graph or M-graph that either e 2: v ore< v 
may $e true. This does not outrule the possibility of a simple re-
lationship between the number of vertices and the,number of edges in a 
graph. 
Theorem 4.27. A finite M-graph has e + c > v. 
Let (S-;R-)-·be a; -finite-graph.··- Pa:rt-it±on··_-(S,R) _into· ;co~eeted sub-
gr.aphs by ·'fb.e-orem -5.11. --By Theoretrr 4: .23 eaeh· · ~ubgraph e :t + L ~ vi 
where e is the number of edges in· the subgraph and vi the number of i . . 
vertices. Since tbrere are c·--sup,taphs then 
c c 
E (e. + 1) >Ev., 
. 1 1 -. 1 1 i= _ 1= · 
c c c 
E e . + E 1 > E v _ and 
i=l 1 i=l -i=l ... l 
e + c _?v. 
In an M-graph this inequality is merely strengthened. 
Theorem 4.28. If (S,R) is a finite strongly connected graph with v > l, 
then v < r < v2• 
Theorem 4.2~~i follows since in a strongly connected graph every 
\'..,'.'I'/' 
vertex is an initial vertex of some arc and no two vertices can be the 
initial vertex of the same arc. The other inequa.lrity is true of any 
graph. 
Theorem 4.29. If k subsets of edges of a complete graph, v < 2, have 
the properties that each edge is contained in some subset and that any 
two edges in the same subset have a common vertex, then k >v - 2. 
The theorem is proved by mathematical induction. The theorem 
follows easily for v = 3 since k > o. Assume the theorem holds for a 
complete graph with v vertices. Let (S,R) be any complete graph with 
v :i l vertices. Consider the collection of k subsets of edges 9f 
::r''o. 
(S,R) with the required properties. Note that~ subset cannot 9ontain 
there could· not ·be any· ·ot'her ·edge· in · the · subset-- because ·of·· the second 
property (and· because· two verti-ces··ha.ve at -most one··edge ·in common). 
If' three edges do·not·have·a; commo:rr·vertex·; theu·one doe·s not contain 
· · the ··vertex·in·common ·to·the···other· two, but by··c-ontaining· the·ir other 
vertices forms a cycle. Therefore:, either (1) there exists a subset 
wit-h a.vert!i}x in common with all of its edges or (2) every subset con-
tains three edges. 
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If (l)·jbcurs then let x be the common vertex·and consider the sub-
graph (s - (x},w). By theorem 3.5, ($ - {t,},W);..is>coiriP'l;te. 
';.:.~~· .- . 
Further-
··-
more, since xis in common with each edge in one of the k subsets then 
lfe other k - l subsets satisfy the conditions for (S - [x),w). Hence 
~! 
by assumption it follows that k - 1 _2: (v - 1) - 2 or k _2: v - 2. Now 
consider case (2). If every subset contains three edges then 
3k 2:; e in (S,R), where the inequality occurs only if the subsets are 
not disjoint. By Theorem 4.25, 2e ~ v(v - 1). For van integer 
(v - 3)(v - 4) 2: 0 gives 'V·(v - l) _2: 6(v - 2). Hence 6k > 2e "" v(v - l) 
;:: 6(v - 2) and k;:: v - 2. 
Suppose one is to color the edges of the complete graph repre-
sented ·in Figure 12. such that any two edges with the same color have 
a common vertex. Theorem 4.29 indicates that no matter how one attempts 
to do this, at least.five colors will be needed. Figure 12. shows one 
such coloring with r meaning red, b for blue, etc •• 
Theorem 4.30. If eve:r::y vertex of a connect~d M-graph is of order k, 
then v ~ 2e/k. 
Figu.re 12. 
Let X = f(a,b) j a is an edge and b a vertex of a}. The cardinal 
number of X, I xj ~ 2e, since each edge contains at most two ~ertices. 
Also, kv :S: jxl, since each verte~ is contained ink distinct edgss. 
Therefore, kv :S: !XI :S: 2e and v :S: 2e/k. 
Theorem 4.31. The sum of the or~ers of the ve~tices in an irreflexive 




Theorem 4.31 is actually ·a generalizatton ~:f'·'l'heorem 4.14 wbJ:ch 
. . . - ' . .. ... g 
states that··in·an·irref'lexive-··graph·the··-sum· of·tb;e·· Ord~rs· o'f·· the· vertices 
· · .. is·-even.- · 'J!heorem 4.-71 follows since every edge not 'being a loop accounts 
of an order of one in each of two vertices. 
··, 
- Corol:lary·4.3E1, ·Ttre-·sum·-ot'·the order~ of the vertices in an M-graph 
. .!\\ ) 
withe edges of which tare loops is 2e - t. 
Theorem-4.33. ·· An irreflexive .. f'inite graph with the order of each 
vertex> (v - 1)/2, v < 1, is connected. 
If the number_of' vertices vis odd, say 2k + 1., then-the order of 
each vertex is >k. If the number of vertices vis even, say 2k, 
then the order of each vertex is ~ (2k - 1)/2 = k - t and henc.e the 
order is > k. Consider any two vertices a ~d b. Since the order of 
each vertex is~ k then it follows that there exists elementary chains 
aa1a2•••8k and bb1b2···bk each consisting of at least k + l distinct 
vertices. The two chains are not vertexwise disjoint for if they 
were then there would be at least 2k + 2 vertices which is a con-
tradiction. Hence the two chains have a vertex x in common and the 
cha.in a.a~•• •x .. •b1 b exists between a a.nd b. Therefore the graph is 
connected. 
.The Cyelomatic Function 
Another integer-valued function defined on the set of all finite 
graphs or M-graphs is concerned with eliminating the cycles of the 
graph. In any finite M-graph there is a set of edges that when deleted 
gives a partial graph without cycles. Hence there is a set A of edges 
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of 1TI-inimum ca.rdinali ty such that when -deleted give a partial graph w:1 th 
no cycles. 
De:finition-·4.9. A funation--t-ha.t-·a-ss-o·ci-a.tes·with--every--M-grrph the 
··· minimum-of' the set ··o:f'··cardinalities of' all· sets -of edges-tb:a.t··when 
deleted gives a·partial graph without cycles, is called a cyclornatie< 
. ,. . 
function, denoted by Q. 
Definition·ii..10. The number Q( (s,R,M)) == 6; is called the cycl.omatic 
number of (s,R,M). 
Cyclomatic numbers lead to interesting characterizations. 
Theorem 4.34. ·An M-graph (s,R,M) contains no cycles if' and only if the 
cycloma.tic number a= o. 
Theorem 4. 34 is immediate. 
Theorem ~.35. An M-graph (s,R,M): contains a unique elementary cycle if 
and only if the cyclomatic number S = 1. 
The "only if" part of 'l'heorem·4.35 is immediate. Suppose that 
;l:ij·:: = l and there are two elementary cycles. The elementary cycles are 
not edgewise di~joint for then 9 ~ 2. If an edge 1:µ thei:r intersection 
is deleted, then the remaining parts of' the cycles contain a cycle. 
Hence e '''~ 2. Therefore, there is only one elementary cycle. 
Is there a way of finding the cyclomatic number of a graph other 
than by exhaustive examination? The answer is "yes", due to the follow-
ing theorem. 
· · The·orenr4.36. In a finite M...-graph (S,R,M) the -cyclomatie number 
e :::::: e + c - v. 
:(,/?!~.~. 
easily seen that in a M·graph with no ·edges (null graph) that!(a'Jih e + c ... :;,..:· 
= v since c ·""'· v. Next consider any ,finite- M ... graph with ·exactly one 
edge. If the edge is a. loop, then·e-very vertex is a distinct component 
and the theorem holds. If the edge is not a loop:, thenv = 1 + c while 
e is still zero, so the theorem st::Ul holds. Now assume the theorem 
is true for an M-graph w:i.th k edge·s. Let (s.,R,M) be any M-graph with 
k + 1 edges and (S,R,M) - [a,b]j the partial lgraph by deleting the 
edge [a,b]j. By assumption the cyclomatic number of the partial 
M-graph is e1 = k + c1 - v1 • If the edge [a,b]j is not contained in a 
cycle of (s,R,M) then the cyclomatic number of (s,R,M) 9 = e1• However, 
since [a,b]j is not contained in a cycle 1.iir (s,R,M) then it is a 
separating edge and necessarily connects two components of (S,R,M) -
[a, b] j • Therefore c1 == c + 1. By substituting e = ·~~~, v = v 1 and 
c1 = c + 1 into 01 = k + c1 - v1 then in (s,R,M),?&!;.: (k + 1) + c ~ v. 
Now suppose edge [a:,b]j'~';.1;s contained in a. cycle of (S,R,M). Thus 
c1 = c. By Definition 4.9 the cyclomatic number of (s,R,M) is the 
minimum number of .edges that when deleted·eliminates all cycleso Since 
[a.,b]. is in a cycle then one edge in the cycle must be in the set of 
J 
those eliminated. If [a.,b]j is the edge then G1\-= Q - 1. If a dif-
ferent edge [c,d]1 of the cycle is deleted and it is not involved in any 
other cycle then still 91 = 9 - l. If [c,d]1 is contained in a cycle 
other than the one containing [a,b]j then when deleted [a,b]j is still 
contained in a cycle in (S,R,M). It will eventually follow that 
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G = G - 1. · By ·substituting G: = G - 1, v = v and c = c into l .. 1 . 1 l . 
G = k + c1 - v1 then G - 1 = k + c .. v or G = (k + 1) + c - v. 
There are many·very 1nterestingappli-cations of Theorem 4.35. For 
instance, supp·ose ·the M .. graph· in Figure 13. represents the fenced"-"in land 
of a farm. The farmer wishes to put all his land in pasture. What is 
" 
Figure 13. 
the minimum number· of fences he needs to cut in order that the cattle 
can freely roam the entire farm? The answer is the cyclomatic number of 
I 
the M-graph and by Theorem 4.36 it is given bye+ c - v = 37 + 2 - 25 
= 14. 
Theorem 4.37. If (S,R) is a finite irreflexive complete graph, then 
the cyclomatic number G = (v - l)(v - 2)/2. 
By Theorem 4.25, 2e = v(v - 1) and by Theorem 4.12, c = 1. By 
Theorem 4.36 the cyclomatic number G = e + c - v, so 2G = 2e + 2c -
2v = v(v - 1) + 2 - 2v = (v - l)(v - 2). 
Corollary 4.38~ If (s,R,M) is a finite-irreflexive complete M-graph 
then the cyclomatic number G _2: (v - l)(v - 2)/2. 
The Shortest Path 
Another f'unctionthatis of obvious··· significanceassocJates with 
every path(chain} or circuit (cycle) of a graph or M~graph a non-
negative integer called its "length". 
Definition 4.11. The leIJ;gth of a path ( chain) u = x x • • •x x or 
1 2 n n+l 
It should be noted that the length of a path (chain) is not just 
the number of arcs (edges) involved in the path (chain) for some arcs 
(edges) may be used more than once. 
Between any two vertices a and b of a finite graph or M-graph 
there can be only a finite number of simple paths (chains). Hence, 
if there is a path, there is at least one path (chain) of minimum 
length from a to b; moreover, such a path (chain) is elementary. 
Definition 4.12. A shortest path (chain) from vertex a to b is a path 
(chain) of minimum length from a to b. 
It should be clear that a shortest path (chain) need not be unique 
in a graph or M-graph. 
Definition 4.13. The length of a shortest path from a to b ~ a, if 
such exists, is called the distance from a to band is denoted by 
d(a,b). Also, d(a,b) = 0 if and only if a= b~ 
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Furthermore,· 1t--w111··be-~onvenient to designa;te that there is no 
path-from··a to b·-/: ·-a, by d(a;b) · = m. 
Bet'ore consi.dering· probl-ems · dealing directly with the lengtn of 
paths (chains), the·more·immediate·problem·regarding the· existence of a 
~--th from vertex a to a vertex b in a graph should be discussed. Is 
there a pa.th in ta. graph going from a to b? If there is such a pa.th how 
can one find·· it? 
There·are several algorithms forfinding a path (if·it exists) 
from a vertex a to vertexb. First consider a special case _ot' a sym-
metric graph,·one that -can·be represented on a plane with no edges ., 
intersecting except at the vertices. Attention is given this special 
case since a maze of passageways as used in experimenting with mice 
and the House of Mirrors (Fun House) at carnivals are examples of this 
kind of graph. Figure 14. represents a typioal maze of seventy rooms 
where one tries to go from a to b. 
a b + 
+ 
Figure 14. 
· 'fhe·t'oll-owing-·aJ:gorithnr··ts· sufficient for ·finding··a pat::P, from 
> 
a to bin a finite planar symmetric graph.· The algorithm-is due to 
G. Tarry. 
Algorithm I -(128}. · At ea-ch-vertex x take an· edge···not··previously 
travele·d in that direction; but only tak~ the edge by which one first 
.i. 
arrived at x when no other choice is available. 
This· procedure··has an advantage. ·±n··-that one need not·haye any 
. prior knowledge of the graph, but the disadvantage in that the path 
traveled need not be the shortest path. 
There still remains the problem of finding a pa.th of minimum length 
from a to b. An algorithm for finding a shortest path from a to b will 
obviously be another way of finding a path a to b. The next algorithm 
is for finding a shortest path from a to b (if one exists) in any 
finite graph (s,R). 
Algorithm 2. Label vertex a with an o. Label all vertices in A1 = aR 
except possibly a with a 1. Next label all vertices in A2 = {xR Ix e ~~ 
. with a 2 if not already labeled. Now labe.l all vertices in fyR I y e A2) 
with a 3 if not already labeled and so on as far as possible. If bis 
labeled, say with n, then there is a shortest path with length n. One 
can find a shortest path by starting at b, backing one edge to a vertex 
~-1' _: labeled n - 1, backing one edge from x 1 , n- to a vertex x 2 , x-
labeled n - 2, and so forth until reaching a. 
shortest path. 
The path ax x • • •b is a l 2 
The proof of Algorithm 2 is q:utte simple •. If the:r;-e were a shorter 
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path ·av· ·y. • • •y = b i < n then v would have been labeled by l y2 by . vl 2 i ' ' Jl . .· ·· ' 
2i~,,~~y-·:t,· contradicting· thatn_ was the··first ·label· given b,, 
Figure· 1:5. shows a finite·graph with-vertices labeled following 
··· such·a·-procedµre. A shortest path will ·be of length 8 and there are 
only two such paths. 
a 
Figure 15. 
The following three theorems reveal some properties an\. character-
izations of a shortest path between vertices in a graph or M-graph. 
Theorem 4.39. A shortest path is an elementary path. 
The theorem is obvious since if a path is not elementary, then part 
of it can be deleted to obtain a shorter path. Hence, it would not be 
.•;/\'ti 
a shortest path. It should be clear that the converse of Theorem tljJ,.39 I 
is not true. 
Theorem 4.40. If x1x2•••xn is a shortest path between x1 and xn, then 
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the portion of the path x1x. 1 ~ • •x. is a shortest path. between x1 and x .• 1+ J J 
The proof of Theorem 4.40 is immediate. 
Theorem 4.41 (7). A pathx1x2 ••• xn in a graph {s,R) is a shortest 
path from xl to xn if and only if for,~et.s Si = (x I x e s and there 
''~rt 
exist a shortest path x1x1+1a1a2 •••xJ, 101 Si 1 ¢. 
If x x • • •X is a shortest path then eac~ set S. contains the 1 2 n 1 
vertex x • Hence 
n 
n-1 .1 ¢ Conversely, if 1Q1 Sir then there 
exists an element For i = 1 there is a shortest path 
path x2x3a21 a22 • • •y. Hence x1 x2x3a21 a22 .. ~ •y is a shortest path. 
i = 3 then there is a shortest path x3x4a31a32 ···Y and therefore 
x1x2x3x4a31a32 •••y is a shortest path. By continuing this process 
n - 1 times then xx x •••x a( ) a(··. ) •®•Y is a shortest path. 1 2 3 n n-11 n-1 2 
By Theorem 4.39, then x x2•••x is a shortest path. 1 n 
Theorem 4.42. In a finite M-graph (S,R,M) every cycle is of even 
length if and only if every elementary cycle is of even length. 
If every cycle is of even length then it follows that every 
If 
elementary cycle is of even length. Conversely, suppose (s,R,M) con-
tains a cycle x1x2 •••Xn' x1 = xn' of odd length. If cycle x1x2•••x0 
is an elementary cycle then the theorem follows* If not, then some 
x = x. for i < j. 
i J 
into two cycles x •••X and x •••x x •••x ~ If j = n then the 
i j · 1 i j+l n 
cycle x1x2 • • •xn can also be divided into two cycles xi•• •xj and x1~ -.x1 • 
Therefore, any cycle that is not elementary can be divided iijtO two 
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cycl~ ~ . whose le·ngths total that of· the · gi;ven ·cycle. Since· cycle 
1···· 
x x •• •X ·has odd length then···one··of' ·the two ·cycles must also be of 1 2 n . ... . . . .. . ... . .. 
odd length. If' the·one··cyc-J:e· that is odd is not elemen~ry; ~hen it 
can be div±ded· into two · cycles· one of which -must· be·· odd. Since ( S ,R, M) 
~ • "I 
is finite·then this procedure would eventually arrive at an elementary 
- . 
cycle that is of odd length. This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 4.43. In a finite M-graph·(s:,R,M) every cycle is of even length 
if and only if Scan be partitioned into two sets A and B such that the 
M-subgraphs (A,X,M) and B,Y,M) are null. 
LE;?t (s,R,M) be a finite M-graph such that every cycle -has an even 
number of edges. By Theorem 4.10 one can partition (S,R,M) into dis-
joint connected M-subgraphs. Furthermore, sinoe (S,R,M) is finite then 
there are only a finite number of these M-subgraphs -(cv ,Wl'M), 
. 1. 
(Cv ,w2,M),•••(cv ,wn,M). LE;?t A be the set of all vertices of S that 
2 n 
are connected to a vertex of f vl'v2, • • • ,vn) by a chain of even length 
and B the set of all vertices of S that are connected to a vertex 
of {v1,v2,···,vn} by a chain of odd length. Since every vertex of Sis 
contained in one of the connected M-subgraphs, then AU B = s. Also, 
An B =¢for if a EA then there is an even chain from a to some 
vi efv1,v2···,vn} and any other chain from a to vi cannot be odd or 
otherwise together they form an odd cycle. Hehce sets A and B partition 
the sets. 
It will now be shown that the M-subgraphs (A:,X,M) and (B,Y,M) are 
null. Assume (A,X,M) is not null. Hence there exists a.1 EA, a2 e A 
such that [a.1 ,a.2 ]j E (s,R,M). Also since the connected M-subgraphs 
(cv/w1,M)•··(Cvn'wn,M) is a partition of (s,R,M) then a1 and a2 are 
contained -in one and only one M00 subgraph (cv. ,w1 ,M) •. But a1 ,a2 € A 
J. 
means there are even chains froma1 to v1 and a2 to vi. These chains 
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together with (a1,a2 ]j is a cycle_af odd length which is a contradiction. 
' He-nee M-subgraph · (A,X,M) is null. A similar contradiction is reached by 
assuming· (B,Y,M) is not null. 
Conversely, suppose · S i.s partitioned into two sets A. and· B such 
that M-subgraphs (A,X,M) and (B,Y,M) are null. Let x x • • •x x be any l 2 n.l . . 
cycle of (S,R,M). The cycle must alternate back and forthfrom the sets 
·, 
A and B since M-subgraphs (A,X.,M) and (B, Y ,M) are null. Hence the cycle 
is even. 
Corollary 4.44. In a finite connected M-graph (S,R,M) with every cycle 
of even length, Scan be partitioned into unique sets A and B such.that 
the M-subgraphs (A,X,M) and JB,Y,M) are null. 
Suppose the government is interested in placing a group of scien-
tist at two different testing grounds. For security reasons they prefer 
to divide the group such that no two at the same testing ground could 
each understand what the other is doing. This situation is a graph if 
one considers a scientist a related to a scientist b if and only if a 
can understand what bis doing. Theorem 4.43 indicates that it can be 
done if and only if there are no odd cycles. Also, if such a division 
is possible, then the proof of Theorem 4.43 shows a way of finding such 
a division. For example, suppose Figure 16 A represents a graph with 
the lines indicating who can understand whom. Notice that every cycle 
is even. Figure 16 B shows the same graph, but with the two sets of 
·. scientist·s- represented by vertices at the top and bottom of the f'.igure 
the desired groups. 
8.8 
8io a9 'as e.7 e.6 a5 
Figure 16 A. Figure 16 B. 
Theorem 4.45. If every cycle of a finite M-graph (S,R,M) is of even 
length and the order of each vert~x is at most k, with k ~ e, then there 
exists a partition of the edges into k cells such that no two edges in 
t.he same cell have a common vertex. 
The theorem will be proved by induction on the number of edges. If 
in (S,R,M) e = k, then the theorem follows by merely considering every 
edge a cell. Let (S,R,M) be a M-graph satisfying the hypotheses with 
e > k. Assume the theorem holds for any M~graph satisfying the hypoth-
eses with the number of edges e' such that e' < e. Consider the partial 
M-graph (S,R,M) - [a,b]. of (S,R,M) obtained by deleting an edge [a,b] .• 
J J 
In the partial M-graph every cycle is still of even length and every ,-
vertex has order at most k. Since the number of edges e' = e - 1 < e, 
then by assumption there is a partition P = (~,A2···~} of the edges 
in the desired manner. The order of vertex a, and of b, in the partial 
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M-gra.ph is at·most k -1·-a.nd there---are--k cells in P, so there·exist a 
cell such that a d:oes ·not belong···to ·any··of ··its· edges and ·a ·cell such 
' . I ., .•. - ~· • , . 
that b does not be-long·to any --of its edges·. If· there is one cell meet-
...... . '.' 
i~gb~th ?onditions, then·the ed~e [a~b}~ can be in~~u~ed.in t~t ce~l 
to have an admissible partition ·of (s,R,M). If there is riot one cell· 
meetiilg both conditions, ~hen t~E!re are. twcr;cells, A1 and Aj, f?Uch_ tha.~ 
a is not in an edge of Aj, but i~ in Ai, ELnci, l:> is not . :;!.n an edge of A1, 
but is in Aj. Let a0 =.a and consider a chain a0a1a2 ·~ ___ ;an starting_at 
vert~x a with a:;stinct edges alternately in Ai and_Aj as far as po~sible. 
~? such a chain, edges [a2k,a2k+l] I! Ai and [a2k+l'a2k+2 ] e.Aj. If the. 
chain,, stops with an edge in Aj then the edge cannot include a.. If it 
stops with ei.n edge in Ai then the edge cannot inclu
1
de vertex a since two 
edges of Ai cannot have a common vertex. Hence the chain cannot return 
to a. Nor can the chain return ~o any other ai in the chain since there 
would be two edges either in Ai or Aj with a common vertex, namely ai~ 
Furthermore, the chain cannot end at b, since the chain would be of even 
length making the chain together with edge [a,b]j in (s,R,M) a cycle of 
odd length. Now consider a new partition of the edges of the partial 
M-graph by shifting the edges [~:::!k'a.2k+l] e Ai in partition P to ~j and 
edges [a2k+l'~2k+2 ] € Aj to Ai. It can be shown with the above noted 
properties of the chain that such a repartitioning of the ,edges is in 
the desired manner. Therefore, adding edge [a,b]j to-the new Ai gives 
a desired partitioning of the edges in (S,R1M). 
Theorem 4.46.(48) If v = .. Pq vertices of an M-graph are partitioned in 
two ways with p cells of q vertices each, then there exists a set of p 
vertices that includes a vertex of each cell, in both partitions. 
Let pl= (~,Aa~··,APJ t:tnd·P2 ~ (B1,B2···,-BPJ ~e tl:l~_tw? parti"."._ 
tions. Consideranew·~1.ograph (s,:R,M) withs= ('\,A2···,·\;,B1,B2···, 
B J and the number··of· edges between X E S and Y e s, X j Y, def'ined by p . . . . . ' . . . . .. .. 
the _c~1:tiin~lity of' X n Y. ~otice that there are· no- edges between 
elements of P since A n A . = ¢ and likewise no edges between. elements .. · . -1 i .. j . . . . : .. . . . 
of P • · Also, since· ·there are ·q ve·rti·ees in each· cell, then there are ..... -2 ... . . .. ' .. .. ,... ... . .. . . ... . .. ... . . ...... . 
pq edge·s in (s,R,M). It ·fo:t.:Laws:· that s is ~rtit~oned into two sets 
P and·P such ·that ·M-·subgraphs ·(P ,R ,M) and (P ,R ,M) are both .1 , 2. .. . . ., l l - . 2 2 ·.· . 
I 
null. · Thus by Theorem -4.42, in ·(S:,R,M) every cycle is of even 
length.··· Now the--order-of each·vertex in (s,R,M) is q since each cell . ' . ··-· 
(vertex) of S had q vertices. Therefore by-Theorem· 4.45 the edges 
of (s,R,M) ca.nbe partittoned·into q cells such that no two edges in 
'• " .. ,.. . ' - .. ..... . ···-· 
the same cell have a common·vertex. Thus in each of the q cells every 
verlex of S ifi! incl-uded in some edge in the·cell and·hence con:~ists 
of exac~ly p· edge·s. ·: .. Now each one of the p edge~ in _any one·· such ~ell 
of edges must connect· an A E P with a B e P • Furthermore, · ea.ell .. . .. . . i l j 2 
of the··p· ·edge-s must ·connect ·different: cells. in P1 and _P2 s~1'.1ce no two 
edges in the ·same 9(;!11 h,ave a common vertex. By definitipn, an edge 
[Ai,Bj\ exists only if A1 n::.Bj j ¢. Thus, if for each of the p 
edges one considers a vertex·ai from the intersection of the cells 
making up the edge, t:ilien the p such vertices satisfy the condition 
needed. 
Corollary 4.47. If v = pq vertices of a complete M-graph are partitioned 
in two ways with p cells of q vertices each, then there exists a chain 
of length p - 1 that includes exactly one vertex of each cell, in both 
partitions. Likewise- there exists an 'elementary- ·cycle of -length p that 
includes a vertex of each cell, in both,partitions. 
····:By-',fheOrem 4 .46- there ·are p vertices that include a vertex in each 
I • I s - •• 
cell of both··partitions. Since the··graph··±s· complete then there exists 
.. -- . 
· a· cha.in·· of length· p -· 1: conta.1n;ng the p vertices and a elementary 
eye-le containingthep vertices. 
It should be pointed out that Theorem 4.46 deals in pure combine.-
torics even though it is stated in the language of graphs. For example, 
. , ' 
in Figure 17. there are 24 points with two partitions into 6 cells of 
.. . 
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eolid lines -and· cells · in the ~J:J:er·_ ir~~it±on "ldth-··dotte~:-l!z:ie·~:~ ··· Theorem 
4 .-46-· state·! ~~1:1--t· there ··a.re-··6··-poi-n-t~·-:· such· that ·each· closed· curve contains 
one of these points. Six such points are indicated with asterisks. 
Diameter and Radius 
Many prohlems· of' graph···the-ory de·al with·a·path· of' max±mµm length 
.. . ...... . 
from the set of' all shortest paths in a graph-·or M-graph. Problems 
of economy in communication are sometimes con~erned with keeping the 
.. ' 
length of the shortest paths at a minimum or below certain bounds. 
Definition 4.14. In an M-graph (s,R,M) the max r,~<x,y)I x,y. E_ s ~d 
d(x,y) /= co) is called the diameter of (s,R,M), denoted by n.' 
In a finite M-graph the diameter is the length of a lorigest 
ehortest path in the graph. For example, the graph represented in 





·· Another prob:lem-±:rr-graph ·the·ory··±s t~·f'im··a·vertex·· from··yhich_. all 
other vertice·s can most easi·l-y be reached.· · The- criteria for- "easily" 
maybe either the maxi1Y1Um of' the- ~±stance 5. or some average. The ~ormetr 
c!"iterion will be used. Such a vertex would represent what one might 
l}lea.n by-the ''center"· of ·a graph. 
With each vertex x of a M-graph (S,R,M) one can associate 
(x) = {Max {d(x,y)J ye SJ if' d(x,y) f CD for ally e: s} 
g CD otherwise 
Definition 4.15. The center of a M::.graph (S,R,M) is any vertex c of 
{S;R,M) such that·g(c) f m and g(c) = min {g(x)lx es and g(x-) f =}.-
The number g(c} is callea the radius o-r ,(S)RjM), denoted by R. 
One should note that an M-graph need not have a center as an null. 
graph or could have several centers. For example, the graph represented 
in Figure 19. has two centers, namely, vertex c and vertex d. The 
radius is 3 and one can reach any vertex in the graph from either cord 
on a path of length 3 or less. 
. ~igure 19. 
g(a) = CD 
g(b) = 4 
g(c) = 3 
g(d) = 3 
g(e) = 6 
g(f) = 5, 
g(g) = 4 
g(h) = 4 
min £g(x) ! x e: S, g(x) I= CD) = 3 
· The -following four theorems-fol1mrdi;rectly~ The first give.a the 
obvious relation between the radius and diameter. 
Theorem 4 .48. If a finite M-graph has a center c, then g,( c) = R < D. 
Theorem 4.49. In any finite M-graph ~ ::S v - 1. 
Theorem/4.50. A complete strongly connected graph is symmetric if and · 
only if D = 1. 
· .Theorem 4.51. A graphis cbmplete and symmetric if and only if it is 
strongly connected and D = 1. 
The rtext rather natural question to ask is: when does a M-graph 
have a center? One answer follows: 
Theorem 4.52. A finite M-graph (S,R,M) has a center c if and only if for 
every pair of vertice_s x and y there is a vertex z from which pat)ls 
lead to x and y. (If z = x or y then only the path to the other vertex 
is needed). 
If c is the center, then there must exist paths from c to any pair 
of vertices x and y or otherwise g(c) coo and c would not be a center. 
Conversely, if S = {x1,x2,···xnJ then there exists a vertex z2 with 
paths leading to x1 and x2 • There is a vertex z3 with paths leading 
to z2 and x3 and hence also paths from z3 to x1 and x2 • The process 
may be continued until vertex z provides paths leading to every 
n 
vertex of (s,R,M). Hence min (g(x) Ix es} is finite and for some vertex 
(center) c, g(c) = min {g(x) [ x e SJ. 
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Theorem 4.53. Every finite complete M-graph has a center. 
Theorem4.53 follows directly since given any twoverticeE= x and 
y ther!3 is a path (arc} from x to y or y to x. Hence by Theorem 4.52 it 
has a center. 
Theorem 4.54 (7). In a finite complete M-graph, R < 2. 
By Theorem·4 .. 53 the t,1-graph has a center c. Assume R > 2, that 1~, 
g(c) > 2. Since g(c) = min (g(x) I x € SJ, then g(x) > 2 for all x e s. 
Now since the graph is finite, ther:i.there exists a vertex x such that 
0 
I x0 R - [x0 J I is a maxtrµurn. 
vertex y s;uch that d(x0 ,y·J 
But since g(x ) > 2, then there exists a 
. 0 
> 2 by defirtitioll of g(x ) • Furthermore, 
. 0 
any vertex z € x R - (x 1 cannot bey and cannot have (z,y) e R. So 
0 .0 
for completeness, z € yR - fy1. Hence x0 R - (x0 J c: yR - fyJ. Moreover, 
x € yR - fyJ and x .J. x R - {x J. • Therefore x R - {x } is a proper' o · o F o · o o o 
subset of yR - {y} and I x0 R - (x0 } [ < j yR - (y} j , contradicting that 
x0R - {x0 ) [ is a maximum and that R > 2. 
Theorem 4.54 indicates that in any finite complete M~graph there 
is at least one vertex (cente~) from which one can reach all other 
ve'rtices by paths of length two or less. This result rl.s quite signi-
ficant and somewhat non-intuitive. Figure 20. shows a complete graph 
with centers a, c and d and R = 2. 
Theorem 4.55. In a finite complete reflexive graph (S,R), if I x0 R I= 
max rt xRI Ix€ SJ= P, then XO is a center. 
By Theorem 4.54 eithez: R = l or R = 2. If R = 1, then p = v. Since 
jx0R [ = p = v, then d(x0 ,x) = 1 for all x € S, x f x0 , and therefore 
a. 
:B 
g(x0 ) = min {g(x)I x €SJ= 1. 
g(a) = 2 
b 
g(b} = 3 
g(c) :::: 2 
g(d) = 2 
g(e) = 4 
g(f) = 3 
.c 
Figure 20. 
Hence x is a center. If R = 2, then 
0 
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consider any x E: Rx. There must exist some y € x R such that (y,x) E! R 
0 0 
or otherwise j x0 RI < j xRj contradicting that j x0 R j = p. Thus there is 
a path of length two or less from x to any x es. This implies that x 
0 0 
is a center. 
Corollary 4.56. In a finite complete irreflexive graph (S,R), if 
j x0 R j = max [ j xR tf x E! SJ = p, then x0 is a center. 
The proof of the corollary is almost identical to the argument 
used in Theorem 4.55, except in the case where R = 1, p = v - 1. 
Theorem 4.57 (7). In a finite M-graph (s,R,M) with a center c and 
p = max { I xR JI x E: SJ > 1, the radius R, 
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R ;;;;. _ log ( vp :.. v + 1) _ 
log p l. 
The ··num·oer of'·verti-ce-s ·of ·di:stanc-e l fro~_ the cente~ c· is less 
than· or equal to p since p = ma.x _{ [ xR -" x € _ $}. Thenu11,1oer · o:f' vertices 
2 of distance 2 from c is less than or equal to p ; the nunioer ,of vertices 
of distance 3 from c is less than or equal to p\ and so forth. Now 
since c is the center, there are paths-from c to every vertex of 
(S,R,M) except perhaps c. Also, there are no vertices of distance 
greater than R from c by definition 4.15 of R. Consequently, 
2 3 R ( v::: 1 + p + p + p + •••+ p The one is added to take care of 
center c) 
and 
R + 1 
v SP - 1/p - 1, 
( R + 1 v p - 1) ::': p - l, 
log [v(p - 1) + ll ~ log pR + 1 , 
log (vp - v + 1) ~ (R + 1) log p, 
R > log (vp - v + 1 ) - 1. log p 
Theorem 4.50. If a cent~r c of a finite symmetric (connected) graph 
(s,R) is a separating vertex, then all other centers are in the same 
component of the subgraph (s - fcJ,w). 
Since (S,R) has a center then (S,R) has a radius R = g(c). The 
su·ograph (s - (c),w) has two or more componl:!nts c1,c2,•••,Cn since c 
is a separating vertex. Since c is a center with radius R then there 
exists at least one vertex x such that d(c,x) == R. The vertex x must 
lie in one of the e-0mponents, say c1• Now any vertex z ~ (c1 U (c}) 
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c~;a: not _·oe- a·_· center· ;:since ~ ··shorte~ ·-path· ~om z to · x ·must go through 
c and· thus d(z,x) > R. Therefore any other center necessari·ly must be 
a vertex of component Ci. 
Theorem-4.59. If a center c of a finite symmetric (connected) graph . - .. ·-
(S,R) is a simple separating vertex, then either c is the only center or 
only one other center exists adjacent to c. 
It should be clear that i~ two vertices :x:1 and x2 are in different 
components of the subgraph (S - (cJ,W) such that d(c,x1) = d(c,x2) = R, 
· then c is the only center. So let Ci ·oe the only component con~aining 
a vertex x such that d(c,x) = R. Suppose max (d(c,~) j x E c1 U fcJJ < 
R - 1. Since c is a simple separating vertex, then there is only one 
vertex xi E Ci such that [ c, xi] is an edge. Hence, the 'supposition 
implies that max (d(x1,x) j x e: S 1 < R which contradicts R ·oeing the 
radius. Therefore the supposition is incorrect and max {d(c,x) j x I c1 
U {c)) _::: R - 1. Now let c1 be any other center of (S,R). By the 
previous argument there exists a vertex y fi Ci U {c} such that 
d(c,y) ~ R - 1. By Theorem 4.58, the center c1 E Ci. Hence for 
d(c1,y) ""R, then c1 must be adjacent to c. But there is only one 
vertex of compone~t Ci adjacent to c by definition 3.3 of a simple 
separating vertex and the theorem follows. 
Chromatic Function 
The next integral valued function defined on the set of all finite 
graphs or M graphs to be discussed is called the chromatic function. 
There exists at least one partition of Sin an M-graph (s,R,M) such that 
",'.,{· 
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no two vertices in the-same· cell have··a common··edge (adj·acent-); since 
one can · always consider-the- ·partition·with··each--vertex a cell. Consider 
the set of all partitions of X such· that no two verti:ce·s in the same 
cell are adjacent. Since (S,R,M) is finite:, then the-re is only a 
finite num'ber· of -partitions · in • Hence there is at least one parti-
tion P £ that has a minimum number p of cells. 
Definition 4.16. The function that assigns. to each finite M-graph the 
number p is called the chromatic function. ·· The num·oer p is called the 
chromatic num·oer of (S,R,M) and (S,R,M) is said to ·oe p-chromatic. 
The reason that- such a nunioer p is called the "chromatic" number is 
due to its signifi.cance in the pro'olem of coloring the regions of ·a map 
with a minimum number of colors such that no two adjacent regions have 
the same color. For example, consider the map of the United States in 
Figure 21. Consider each state as a vertex with (state A) R (state B) 
if a.nd only i:f' state A has a bound.?.ry in common with state B. Such a 
graph is obviously symmetric. Now the chromatic numoer of such a graph 
is the least nunioer of colors needed to color the map. It is in.con-
nection to such coloring problems that the chromatic junction is of 
interest. A more complete discussion of map-coloring will be given in 
the last chapter on Planar Graphs. 
Theorem 4.60. An M-gi:~ph with v > 1 is 2-chromatic if and only if every 
cycle is of even length. 
Theorem 4.60 follows dir~ctly from Theorem 4.43. 
Theorem 4.61. Of the three following prqperties of a finite ~~graph 
J 
(s,R,M) a.ny~two iMP.l! the third: 
--(a.} · Co~leteness 
(2) v vertices 
(3). v-chromatic. 
Figure 21 ~-' 
There is one and only one partition of Sin a complete graph such 
that no two vertices in the same cell have a common edge, namely, the 
partition with each vertex a cell. 
··'· 
Theorem 4.61. In an M-graph (S,R,M) with q = max (order of' x I x e SJ 
if (1) When q = 2, every cycle is on even length, 
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(2) No M-subgraph of ($,R,M) with q + l vertices is complete, 
then (S,R,M) is p-chromatic where p < q. 
; / 
'. 
If ·a:rrM--·graph ,(s,R:,M) has· q = l and satisfie·s' ·condition (2) then 
(s,R,M) must be a null ·graph. Hence (-s,R,M) is 1-chroma.tic. If 
. " .' •.. •······' ... 
(s,.R,M) has q = 2 and ~atisfies condition (1), thenb~·Theore_m·4.59 
(s,R,M) is 2-chrotnatic·. Let (-S~R,M} ·be a graph with q > 2 satisfying 
cqnditions (2) and assume p > q·. By definition of q ther~ extsts. a 
vertex xq+l connected ,"by an edge to each of q_vertices _x1 ,x2 .. ··xq. 
Since p > q then P·= q + l. But by Theorem 4.60 the M-subgraph is 
complete, contradicting condition (2). 
Definition 4.17. In an M-graph (s,R,M) a subset Tc S such that no two 
vertices are contained in a common edge is called internally stable. 
Definition 4.18. The internal stabil;J,ty num·oer, denoted ·oy s, of an 
M-gra.ph.is the maximum number of vertices in an internally staple set. 
Theorem 4.62. If a finite M-graph-with v vertices is p-chromatic ands 
is the internal stability number, then ps ~ v. 
It is possi·o1e ··to partition S into p internally stable .cells. 
Since sis the maximum cardinality of all the internally stable sets, 
then ps > v. 
CHAPrER V 
TRAVERSING A GRAPH 
There are "basically two different meanings that one might give to 
. ' t .. " 
."traversing a graph." For example, consider a graph illustrated by a 
road map of Germany. One might mean by "traversing" Germany the travel-
ing by road through every town of Germany and not including any town 
twice, except maybe ,ending at the initial town. However, one might mean 
traveling over every road in Germany just once. Both meanings present 
interesting problems worthy of attention. A terminology will be 
developed to discuss ·ooth situations. 
Definition 5.1. An elementary path (chain) in a graph (S,R) that 
includes every vertex of (s,R) is called a Hamiltonian path (chain). 
If' a Hamiltonian path (chain) is a circuit (cycle) then it is called a 
Hamiltonian circuit (cycle). 
Definition 5.2. A simple path (chain) in a graph (S,R) that includes 
every arc (edge) is called an Euler path (chain). If the Euler path 
(chain) is a circuit (cycle) then it is called an Euler circuit (cycle). 
Hamiltonian Chains 
Hamiltonian paths (chains) and circuits (cycles) are named a~er 
the 19th century Irish mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton. He 
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--·was·-the:f'±rst--known-to····ha;ve·-studied··-such--problems.---- -He· proverd· that a 
Hamiltoniancyc-le·-could-_.oe···traced along the-edges or--each--of-the··-;platon-
ic solids. In fact, a puzzle he qevised based on findi~g Hamiltonian 
excursions along the edges of a dodecahedron was manufactured. 
0 
Theorem 5.1. A complete graph with v > l contains a Hamiltonian path. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is ·oy mathematical induction. .In, a 
complete graph (S,R) consisting-~f exactly two vertices a and bit is 
obvious a Hamiltonian path exists since to be complete either (a,'b) E: R 
or (·o·,a) e R. Assume the theorem holds for a complete graph -with v 
vertices. Let (S,R) be a complete graph with v + 1 vertices. Consider 
any suograph (s - (x},w) with v vertices. By Theorem 3.5, (s - (xJ,w) 
is a complete graph. Therefore, by assumption, there exists an elemen-
tary path a1a2•••a 1a containing v of the v + 1 vertices with x being v- v \ 
the only vertex of (s,R) not included. , Now eit_her (1) (a1,x) J _R for 
all i = 1,2,•••v or (2) (ai,x) e R for some i = 1,2•••v. If (1) oacurs 
then necessarily (x,a1 ) e R since (s,R) is complete and xa1a2•••av is a 
Hamiltonian path in (S,R). If (2) occurs then let j be the largest 
index such that (aj,x) e R. Thus (x,a1) e R for all i = j + l,j + 2, 
•••V unless j = v, and a1a2•••ajxaj+laj+2···av is a Hamiltonian pa.th. 
When j = v this path terminates at x. 
An interesting but somewhat misleading application of Theorem 5.1 
is in connection to ~he league play of football teams. Let (s ,R) 'be a. 
graph where Sis a- set of football beams and a.Rb if and only if team a 
wins over team b. ;r there a.re no tie ball games during the sea.son then 
the graph -(S,R) is a. complete 'graph since in league play every team 
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plays every other· team. Theorem 5.1 implies that at the end of the 
season oneeanalways list the teams·in·anordersuch that any team has 
won over the succeeding team on the list. · · The· reason that such a list 
is misleading is that the team at the top need not be the·league.' s 
winning foot·oall team, according to the usual method of determining the 
winning team. 
!heorem 5.2. A finite irreflexive graph with 2e = v(v - 1), v > 1, 
contains a Hamiltonian path. 
Theorem 5.2 follows directly from Theorem 4.25 and Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.3. A complete graph with v > 2 vertices contains (v - 1)!/2 
Hamiltonian cycles. 
Consider (v - 1) things out of v things. There are (v - l)! 
different permutations of the v - 1 things. Hence there are (v - l)! 
different arrangements of v things on a circle. However, half of the 
(v - l)! arrangements are just reversed in direction to others. Thus, 
in a complete graph with v > 2 vertices there are (v - 1)i/2 different 
Hamiltonian cycles. 
Theorem 5.4. An irreflexive finite graph with the order of each vertex 
~ (v - 1)/2, v > 1, contains a Hamiltoriian chain. 
First consider a graph (S,R) with an odd nurrioer of vertices, say 
2k + 1, with the order of each vertex~ k. Since the graph is finite 
then there exists an elementary chain u = x1x2•••xn containing a 
maximum number of vertices. It will be shown that u contains all the 
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vertices of (s,R) and hence ·ts a Hamiltonian cha.in.·· Assume tl;>,at u does 
not include all the vertices· of-{S ,R). Then there exists a vertex a1 
not ±n u and u };las at most 2k vertices. Now a1 is not adjacent to 
either x1 or xn. for if so t:b.en u would not ·oe of maximum length.. Also, 
a1 . cannot ·oe adjacent to consecutive vertices xi and xi+l of u for then 
x1 • • •x1a1xi+l .. •xn would "be an elementary chain longer than u. Since u 
contains at most 2k vertices then a.1 is adjacent to at most (2k - 2)/ 
2 = k - l vertices of u. But since the order of a1 is> k and k - l < k 
then a1 must be adjacent to at least one other vertex a2 not in u. Now 
u has at most 2k - 1 vertices. Since a1 and a2 form an elementary chain 
then a2 cannot be adjacent to x1 ,x2,x3 or x4 of u for if so then a longer 
elementary chain would exist. Again, a2 cannot be adjacent to consecu-
tive vertices of u. Thus a2 is adjacent to at most' (2k - 4 )/2 = 1:t - 2 
of u. But the order of a2 is ~.k, so a2 is adjacent to a vertex a3 f a1 
not in u. Hence a1a2a3 is an elementary chain. Now u has at most 
2k - 2 vertices. ~ertex a3 cannot ·oe adjacent to either x1 ,x2,x3'xn·-2, 
x or xn or consecutive vertices in u; hence, a3 is adjacent to at n-1 
most (2k - 6)/2 vertices in u. But (2k - 6)/2 = k - 3 < k and a3 is 
adjacent to another vertex a4 /:: a1, a.4 /:: a2 hot in u. Hence a1a2a3a4 
is an elementary chain not in u. This process can be containued until 
an elementary chain a1a2···~+l is formed, with u having at most k 
vertices contr~dicting that u is of maximum length. 
Now consider a graph (S,R) with an even number of vertices, say 
2k. The order of each vertex is (2k - 1)/2 = k - i and hence the o;rder 
is> k. This permits one to use a similar argument as for the case of 
an odd number of vertices, to prove the theorem. 
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Corollary 5.5. An irreflexive symmetric graph (S,R) with xR > (v - 1) c 
/2 for all x e S contains a Hamiltonian path. 
The symmetry changes the chain of Theorem 5.4 to a Hamiltonian path. 
Theorem 5.6 A graph with v = 2n vertices is complete if and only if 
there is a set of n edge-wise disjoint Hamiltonian chains with distinct 
endpoints. 
Consider a complete graph with v = 2n. The easiest way to show 
that there are n edge-wise disjoint Hamiltonian chains with distinct 
endpoints is to consider the vertices equally spaced in a circular 
pattern (Figure 21.) and a particular Hamiltonian chain that when ro-
tated about the circular pattern reveals the other n disjoint 
Hamiltonian chains. For example, consider the Hamiltonian chain in the 
graph of 10 vertices in Figure 22. If the Hamiltonian Ghain is 
-' ........ __ ' ........ _ 




' ' ' ' - ' --~ 
' -- ' ............ ' ---~ 
Figu,re 22. 
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rotate·d·· to··the p·ositi·on-±nd.icated·· by the dotted ·line-s ,· a new Hamiltonian 
chain··i-s formed···disjoint ·from:-the·fir'st and·vlith·distinct endpoints. It 
should ·oe·clear tha.t one ·could continue to·rotate··the·Hamiltonian chain 
three more times to reveal the f±ve disjoint Hamiltonian chains with 
distinct endpoints. If therewere·2n vertices then one could rotate 
such a Hamiltonian chain n - 1 times to reveal then disjoint Hamiltonian 
chains. 
Conversely, suppose there are n disjoint Hamiltonian cha.ins with 
distinct endpoints in a graph with v = 2n. Each Hamiltonian chain 
contains 2n - l distinct edges. Since there are n such Hamiltonian 
chains then there are at least n(2n - l) = v(v - l)/2 edges that are 
not loops. By Theorem 4.25 the graph is complete. 
Theorem 5.7 A graph with v = 2n - l vertices is complete if and only 
if there are n edge-wise disjoint Hamiltonian cycles. 
_Let (s,R) be a.complete graph with v = 2n + l. If xis any vertex 
of (S,R), then the su"bgraph (s - (xJ.,W) by Theorem 3.5 is complete. 
Hence by Theorem 5.6 the su·ograph (S - fx} ,w) is covered ·oy n disjoint 
Hamiltonian chains with distinct endpoints. But xis adjacent to each 
of the endpoints since (S,R) is complete. Therefore from each 
Hamiltonian chain x1x2•••xn in (S - fxJ,w) one can form a Hamiltonian 
cycle xx1 x2 • • •xnx in (S,R). It should be clear tha.t all n Hamiltonian 
chains in (s - (xJ,w) are edge~wise disjoint. 
Conversely, each Hamiltonian cycle contains 2n + 1 edges. Since 
there are n disjoint Hamiltonian cycles, then there are at least 
n(2n + l) = v(v - 1)/2 edges. 'By Theorem 4.25 (S,R) is coqiplete. 
'Pheorem 5-.8. A complete strongly connected graph with v > 1 .contains a. 
Hamiltonian circuit. 
Let (S'";R) be·a· ·complete strong!y··conne-cte·d·graph. Consider any 
two verti·ce·s· a and·b. ···. Since (S;R) is complete then (a;o) ·e R or 
(b,a) e R or :both. · Suppose without loss of genera,l:ity that (a,·o) e R. 
Since (s,.~~ is strongly connectEfd there exists a. path ·1:,01 • • •bna. from 
·o to a. "Sfnce. (a,b) e R then ·o·o1 • • ·bna.·o is a circuit. By Corollary 
3.3 every circuit contains an elementary circuit. It is therefore 
known that every complete strongly connected graph contains an elemen-
tary circuit. Denote this elementary circuit in (S,R) as a. a •••a a. 
l 2 -m 1 
If S,= (a1,a.2•••am) then, of course, the theorem follows. If not, than 
let x be any other vertex in (s,R) distinct from those in the circuit. 
It will ·oe shown that there is an elementary circuit through all of 
(x,a1,a2•••am)· This will enable one to use an inductive argument 
to prove the theorem. 
Now either (1) (x,a1) e R for all i = 1,2•• •m; (2) (a.i,x) e R for 
all i = l,2•••m or; (3) (x,ai) e R for some but not all i = l,2•••m 
and (a.,x) e R for the rest. Consider case (1). Since (S,R) is 
J. 
strongly connected then there exist a path from a1 to x. By Theorem 
3.2 there exist an elementary pa.th from a1 to x. This elementary path 
may contain vertices that are contained in the elementary circuit. 
Nevertheless, there is an elementary path a.c1c2•••c x from some vertex . . v k 
aj of the circuit to x that contains no other vertex of the circuit. If 
j < m, then a1a2•••ajc1c2•••ckxa1 is the ~esired circuit. The argument 
for case (2) is similar to that for case (1) except one must find an 
I 
elementary pa.th from x to a vertex of the circuit that involves no other 
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vertices of' the circµ:tt 'and ,proceed as bef'ore • If' case ( 3) occurs then 
theremust e4ista vertexaj of the circuit such that for j < m, 
(aj,x) e: R and(~,aj+l) e,R or for j = m, (am,x) e: Rand (x,~1 ) e:·R. 
Hence a a •••a xa. •••a a if j < m or a a •••a .xa1 if j = m is the · 1 2 j J+l ml l 2 J 
desired elementary circuit. 
It should be noted that the proof of Theorem 5.8 indicates a 
detailed scheme, ·out nevertheless worka:ole way of finding a Hamiltonian 
circuit. In order to reveal the complexity of such a method consider 
the strongly connected complete graph illustrated in Figure23. A 
Hamiltonian circuit is bdaefcb. 
_ Figure 23. 
Theorem 5.9. Every vertex of a graph containing a Hamiltonian cycle 
is a non-separating vertex. 
The theorem is immediate since the deletion of any vertex leaves 
a chain of the Hamiltonian cyele- conne"Cting the --remaining- vertices. 
--- It-should be noted that -only-suf'ficient-cond-±ti·ons--for-the existence 
of H~lton:tan pa.ths·(cha.i-n1r)- and--circuit-s···-(cyc-les) ·have- heen presented. 
Ma.thema.ticia.ns have not yet found a. necessary and sufficient condition 
for their existence. 
Euler Chains 
A_ classic illustration of a. problem dealing with Euler chains is 
the famous Konigs·oerg Brid,ge Problem. The pro·olem was solve_d ·oy the 
brilliant Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler (1707-1783). - In fact, 
Euler published the first paper on graphs in 1756 with th~ Konigsberg 
Bridge Pro·olem as the first tQpic. The pro·o1em dealt with- seven "bridges 
in the town of Iwnigsberg, Prussia. The ·oridges were located as 
illustrated in Fi-gure 24. The question arose whether one cou14 reach 










the· sections of -t·ow:n·; a b-- c- · -and d as vertices-- and ·-t;he-"'bri"'.....,.s as edges 
' ' ' - ""6'-'., ' 
then···every -one of·-the ·-four -sections -(vertices} is odd. · :By the next 
theorem (Euler's tb.eorem) it is impossi"ble to make such a walk. 
'::Cheorem--5.10. -(Euler-'s the·ore·m) An ·irreflexive graph-containtng. an 
Eulerchainha.s:every·vertex even if the chain is a cycle or exactly 
; 
two odd vertices otherwise. 
Suppose that an.irreflexive graph (S,R) contains an Euler chain 
a1a,...• • •a 1a • c; n- n If a vertex xis not contained in an edge of the Euler 
chain then xis not in any edge of (S,R) since the Euler chain includes 
all the edges of (S,R). Therefore the vertex xis even. Now consider. 
the vertices a1, 1 = 2,3•••n - 1. Every time such a vertex a1 is 
in~luded in the Euler chain it appears in two distinct edges. Hence 
vertices ai are even •. If the Euler chain is not a cycle then vertices 
a1 and an·are odd. If the Euler chain is a cycle, which makes it a 
Euler cyc~e, then a1 and an are even by the same argument. that ~i' i = 2, 
It may be a little clearer for application purposes to consider the 
contrapositive of Theorem 5.10 which, of course, is equivalent. 
Corollary 5.11. (Contrapositive of Theorem 5.10) An irreflexive 
graph which has one or more than two odd vertices does not contain an 
Euler chain. 
Theorem5.12 •. A finite irreflexive connected graph with each vertex 
of even order contains an Euler cycle. 
Let (S,R) be any irreflexive connected graph with no odd vertices. 
It ·wi:J;J-·first··-be showrrthat (s,R-) ·contains-·'a. ~imgle cycle. Consider 
any vertex a1 of (S.R). There··must exist··an edger [a a ] containing ' .. · - l' 2 -
a - since· -(s,R} is ·connected. --- Note_···that··a1 -/= a,.. since· (S,R) is l . ~ 
irreflexive. Since· each vertex is even·- then the·re must -- exist a.rlother 
edge containing· a2, call it [a2,a3],with a2 f a3• Likewise, there 
must exist anothe+ edge containing a3• If this edge is distinct 
from the re st call it [ a.3, a.4 ] • This process, when continued far as 
possible, gives a simple chain a1a2•••S.n-lan. It should b~ noted 
·that such a simple chain need not be elementary. However, such a 
cha.in is a cycle, that is, 8i = a • n The chain is a cycle for if a I n 
{a1 ,a2•••an_1), then since an is even there would exist another 
distinct edge containing a and the process could have been continued. 
n 
If an= a.1,1 < i < n then since ai is even there would still exist 
another distinct edge containing a.1 and the process could have been con-
tinued. Thus an= a.1 • 
If the constructed simple cycle includes all the edges of the graph 
(S,R) then the proof is complete. If not, then there exist other edges 
distinct from those in the cycle. However, since the graph is connected 
then there is an edge [ai1 b] distinct from those of the cycle but 
having one vertex ai in the cycle. One can continue as before and 
construct a new simple cycle aib1o2•••bmai of edges distinct from those 
of the first cycle. Join these two simple cycles to form a new simple 
cycle a a. • • • a b ·o • • • b aiai 1 • • • a a1 • Since there are only a finite l 2 i l 2 m . + n 
number of edges then such a process can ·oe cont;tnued until it contains 
all edges. Such a cycle would be an Euler cycle. 
It should be noted that the construction type proof of Theorem 
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5 ..12 indicates exactly ·how· such an Eul~r· ·cycle can "oe o~otained. The 
proof also reveals that the Euler·cycle nee·d·not ·heunique. Since the 
Euler cyc·le is not necessarily unique, it may he· for certain ·p;ro'olems 
that one Euler cycle could have advantages over another. Problems of 
this nature will ·oe discussed later. Another fact worth noting is that 
since the graph is traversed ·oy an Euler cycle then one could start 
at any vertex. The Euler cycle that was constructed for the proof 
started at an ar·oi trary vertex. 
In order to illustrate Theorem 5.12 consider the following question. 
Is it poss1ole to trace the drawing in Figure 25. without lifting the 
pencil and retracing any part? The answer is ''yes" since every vertex 
is of even order. 
Figure 25. 
Theorem·· 5.13. A finite irreflexive connected graph with exactly two ,, 
odd vertices contains an Euler cha.in. 
Let ( S ,R) be a. finite-- irreflexive c-onnected graph-with exactly two 
odd·vertices··a andb. N·owthe graph (S:;R) either conta1ns·an edge [a,"b] 
or does not. If. there is no edge--{a./o1 in· (S,R), then~by adding the 
edge ea.ch vertex becomes even. ·'fhus by Theorem 5.12 the graph 
(S,R U {(a,b)}) contains a Euler cycle. This means the graph (S,R) 
contains a Euler chain. On the other hand, if there is an edge 
[a,b] in (S,R), then by deleting the edge the partial graph (S,R) -
[a,b] has each vertex even. By Theorem 3.21 (S,R) - [a,b] ha.s two com-
ponents C and~. or is connected. If connected then by Theorem 5.12 a o 
it contains a Euler cycle. Thus (S,R) contains a Euler chain. If 
(S,R) - [a,·o] has two components C and ~ , necessarily with even a o ,, 
vertices, then by Theorem 5.12 each component contains Euler cycles 
aa a •••a a and b"b ·o • • •b ·o. Combining these cycles and edge [a,·o] 'l 2 n 1 2 m 
gives the Euler chain aa1a2°••ama.'b"oio2••··o~o in (S,R). This completes 
the proof. 
It should be noted that the Euler chain begins and ends at the 
two odd vertices. 
Notice that part of Theorem 5.10 and Theorem 5.13 are converses of 
each other. Furth~r.more, each of these theorems can be generalized and 
the generalizations conversely related. The following theorem tells the 
whole story. The following theorem also illustrates wha.t so often 
happens in ma.thematics, I}.B.mely, that a generalization stimulates the 
construction .of a kind of proof tha.t is simpler than the kinds of proofs 
used for specific cases. 
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······ · Theorem··5.14-·. ·· · · A· f·tntte .. irref'J:ex±ve··c-onnected·-graph· has-· 2k · odd ·ven,ices 
if ~d · orll:-y··tf· there extst a minimum· of k edgewise disjoint ·simple chains 
~hich together, contain all edges of the graph. 
Let· (s·,R}. be-·-any t'inite- irreflexive c·onnected graph- -with" odd 
vertices. Since (S,R) is irreflexive ·t·hen-·oy Theorem 3.,17 there· is an 
even number of odd vertice·s·, say 2k. ··· Sinee-(S,R) ·is fin~te then there 
exists·a minimum number of edgewise disjoint simple chains that 
together include all edges of (S,R). 1 Now every vertex at either end of 
any one of the simple chains is odd or otherwise the original set of 
disjoint simple chains is not a minimum. Furthermore, every odd vertex 
of (S,R) is some end of one of the simple chains or otherwise it would 
be even •. This is not to say that .an odd vertex cannot appear in the 
middle of one of the chains. However, no two vertex ends of simple 
chains coincide or otherwise the original set of simple chains is not 
a minimum. Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the odd 
vertices and the ends of the Simple chains. This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 5.15. If a graph (S,R) has an EU1:er circuit then for each 
a Es, the sets Ra and aR are equivalent. 
A graph (S,R) such that for each a ES the sets Ra and aR are 
equivalent means that there are the same number of arcs _in (S,R) with 
a as the initial vertex as arcs with a as the terminal vertex. Each 
vertex a ES appears in the Euler circuit accounts for two unique arcs, 
one with a as a terminal vertex and one. with a as an initial vertex. 
If a vertex a ES and is not contained in the Euler circuit, t~en the 
vertex is not contained in any arc. Thus, for each vertex a es, the 
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sets aR and Ra. a.re, equivalent. 
'I'he·orem -5 .3;6. If a. finite· ·gra.pµ: (S :,R) is connected "and :for · each vertex 
a es, the :sets~ and Ra are equivalent, then (S,R) contains an Euler 
circuit. 
If (S,R) consists of only one.vertex and no arcs then·the theorem 
follows trivially. If (s,R) has mere than one vertex then every vertex 
must be contained.in some arc since it is connected. Consider any 
vertex a1 Es. Since there is an arc containing a1 and aR 9:!!Ra then 
there exists an arc (a1,a2). If a.1 r a2 then there exists an arc 
(a2,.a3) since a2R !!:! Ra2• If a.3 = 8i or a.3 = a2 then (S,R) contains a 
simple circuit a.1a2a3 or a2a3• If a3 r a1 and a3 r a2 then there exists 
an arc (a3,a4) since a3R 9! Ra3• If a.4 = a1 for some i = 1,2,3 then 
(S,R) contains a'simple circuit a1ai+l•••a4. If not then by continuing 
such a process a simple circuit will be obtained since (S,R) is finite. 
Hence (S,R) does contain a simple circuit, call it a1a2•••ana1 • If such 
a circuit includes all the arcs of (S,R) then the theorem follows. If 
not, then since (S,R) is connected and Ra aR for all a es, it follows 
that there exists an arc (aibl) distinct from those in the circuit but 
with ai a vertex in the circuit. One can continue as "before to obtain 
a simple circuit ai·o1o2 .. ··bmai distinct from those of the first simple 
circuit. Hence a a •••ab b •••baa •••a a is a simple circuit. 1 2 i 1 2 mi i+l n l 
can continue this process until all arc~ are included since (S,R) is 




A gl:'aph w~th n~ cycles.is_of special importance tn graph theory 
for various-reasons. First, such a graph has many interesting unique 
properties as will be-_poin~ed out in this. cllapter. Secondly, graph~ 
with no oycles have numerous applications~ ---For instance., the. connected 
·- . ·. .. ,. ., 
g:raph illustrated in Figure 26 may represent an administrative organi-
zation of an- institution with v0 the president, vi,i = 1,2,3 the vice-
presidents, etc. The figure could also represent a sorting process 
starting ~t \\,. An.investigation of the fund.a.mental properties a.rid 
applications of finite connected graphs with no cycles is the purpose 
of' this chapter. 




Definition 6.1. A finite· connected graph (S,R) with no cycles (or loops) 
is called a tree. 
It is o·ovious why· the word ''tree'' ·was selected, if we look at a 
geoijletricrepresentation·of a·graph as in Figure 25. Trees were first 
introduced and studied by Cayley. 
Theorem 6.1. A finite graph (S,R) is a tree if and only if it is 
connected and every edge is a separating edge. 
Theorem 6.1 follows directly from the definitions. 
Theorem 6.2. A graph (S,R) is a tree if and only if it is connected 
and e = v - 1. 
By Theorem 4.36 the cyclomatic numoer g of (S,R) is g = e + c - v. 
If (S,R) is a tree then it is connected and by Theorem 4.20, c = 1. 
Also, since being a tree it contains no cycles and by Theorem 4.34, 
Q = o. Therefore, o = e + 1 - v and e = v - 1. Conversely, if (S,R) 
is connected and e = v - 1, then Q = e + 1 - v = v - 1 + 1 - v = o. 
Since Q = O then by Theorem 4.34 (S,R) has no cycles. Therefore (S,R) 
is a tree. 
Theorem 6.3. The sum of the orders of all the vertices in a tree is 
2(v - 1). 
Theorem 6.3 follows directly from Theorem 4.31 and Theorem 6.2. 
Theorem 6.4. A tree contains at lea.st two vertices of order one. 
Assume that only one vertex or none has an order of one. If only 
one·vertex·-has· ·order· one·-then·2{v-- 1) + l ~ the·sunr of the·_orders of 
the vertices·.- But by-'!'heorem-6.-3 the···sum·of·theorders:1s·2(--v - l) 
whi-ch give-s ··the o·ov±ou-s contradiction 2(v - 1) + l ~ 2(v - 1). Likewise 
if no vertices are of order- one ·then 2v < the sum· of' the' orders which 
gives the contradiction 2v ~ 2(v - 1). ·Hence the theorem follows. 
Theorem 6.5. A graph' (S,R) is a tree if and only if every edge is a 
separating edge and e = v - l. 
If (8,R) is a tree then by definition 6.1 it is connected and has 
no loops. Therefore every edge is a separating edge and ·oy Theorems 
4.21, 4.34 and 4.36, O = e + 1 - v and e = v - 1. Conversely, since 
every edge is a separating edge then (S,R) contains no cycles. Further-
more, 0 = v - 1 + c - v and c = l. Hence (8,R) is connected and 
therefore a tree. 
Theorem 6.6. A finite graph (8,R) with e > 0 is a tree if and only if 
any ~wo yertices are connected by one and only one chain. 
Let (8,R) ·oe a tree. Since (8,R) is connected then there exists 
at least one cha.in ·oetween any two vertices. If there were more than 
one chain between any two vertices then there would exist a cycle con-
tradicting that (S,R) is a tree. Hence any two vertices are connected 
·oy one and only one chain. Conversely, (8,R) contains no cycles for if 
so then there exist two vertices that are connected by more than one 
chain. Since (S,R) is connected then it is a tree. 
Theorem 6.7. A finite graph (s,R) has a partial graph that is a tree if 
and only if (S,R) is connected. 
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Let (s,w) ·o-e· a ·part:btl-graph·-?f {s,R) ·that is a tree. --- -'i'hus (s,w) 
±·s C'OIIlle·cte-d · a.nd ·t·heref'ore -(s .,R) is -connected. Now suppose (S ,R) is 
connected·.- ·-··If· every- edge· is a separating·· edge ·then· ·oy ~ Theorem · 6 ~l (s ,R) 
is a. tree and the theorem vould follow. If some edge -is a non-
separa.ting··edge then _deleting ·such··an edge· leaves a partial··graph· which 
is still connected. If the connecte·d partial graph has a· non-separating 
edge then delete it and so on until a connected partial graph is obtain-
ed that has no non-separating edges. By Theorem 6.1 such a. partial 
graph is a tree. 
Theorem 6.8. Every tree is 2-chroma.tic. 
Theorem 6.8 follows directly from Theorem 4.60. 
Theorem 6.9. Every connected suograph or partial graph of a tree is a 
tree. 
Since no subgraph or partial graph can contain a cycle then either 
must be a tree. 
An interesting question arises in the study of graphs, namely, are 
the~e necessary and sufficient conditions for a connected graph to have 
the same nuuioer of vertices as edges? Proolems of this nature are quite 
common. For instance, what kind of telephone system would permit each 
terminal to have the responsibility of maintaining a unique telephone 
line and there·by maintain all lines? When can the same set of names 
be used for streets and intersections such that every street has the 
same name as an intersection involving that street? Are there any 
deductions one can make about an organization when it is known that there 
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a-re pe·ople and· ·conversely.·-
The following theorem is useful. in answering these questions. 
Theorem· 6-.10. -(8-7-)-. A c·onne--c-ted·graph --with·e > 0 has e = v if and- only 
if it is an elementary cycle· or consists of an elementary ·cycle and a 
set of disjoint trees such that each tree contains only one unique 
vertex of the cycle. 
Let (S,R) be a connected graph withe= v. Since (S,R) is con-
nected then c = 1. By Theorem 4.36 Q = e + c - v and therefore 
Q = e + l - e = 1. Thus by Theorem 4.35, (S,R) contains exactly one 
elementary cycle. If this elementary cycle includes all of S then the 
theorem follows. If not, then let (s,w) be the partial graph of (S,R) 
obtained by deleting the edges of the cycle. By Theorem 3.11, (S,W) 
can be partitioned .into disjoint connected subgraphs. Each such sub-
graph can not contain a cycle since (S,R) contains only one and there-
fore each subgraph is a tree. No two of these trees are connected in 
(S,W) since they are disjoint. However, since (S,R) is connected then 
each tree must contain a vertex in the cycle. Furthermore, each tree 
can contain only one vertex in the cycle or otherwise a new cycle would 
be formed in (S,R). 
Now consider the converse. Let (S,R) be a connected graph with 
e > O that is an elementary cycle or consists of an eleJentary cycle 
and a set of disjoint trees such that each tree is connected to a 
unique vertex of the cycle. In each case (S,R) contains one and only, 
one cycle and Q = lo Since (S,R) is connected then c = lo Hence ·oy 
Theorem 4.36, l = e + l - v and v = e. 
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Theorem· 6.J.:l. The- cycl:omatic::·number-Q-of' a graph··:with e edges that 
contains a partial subgraph tree withe' edges is e - e'. 
By Theorern-,6.2, e' = v - 1. By Theorem 4.35, 9 = e + 1 - v. Thus, 
9 = e + 1 - v • e - e'. 
An interesting question arises in connecting a set of' potnts with 
the least number of lines such as connecting a set of towns with the 
least number of highways. It should be clear that such a graph will be 
a tree. However, given n vertices how many trees can be constructed 
connecting then vertices? The following theorem is due to Cayley and 
gives the answer. 
Theorem 6.12 (105). A comple~e graph (S,R) with v vertices contains 
v-2 v distinct partial S¥bgra,ph trees. 
Label the set of vertices with 1,2,•••v. Any tree Tin (S,R) can 
·be uniquely indicated by a sequence of v - 2 numbers in the following 
manner: Let the f.irst num·ber a1 in the sequence ·be the label of the 
vertex adjacent to the vertex b1 labeled with the smallest number in the 
set of all numbers that correspond to vertices of T with order one. 
Delete vertex ·b1 from T. Since ·o1 had order one, then the resulting 
graph is also a tree, call it T'. Let the second number a2 in the 
sequence ·be the index of the vertex adjacent to the vertex b2 labeled 
with the smallest number in the set of all numbers that correspond to 
vertices of T' with order one. Delete vertex b2 from T'. Continue this 
process until a sequence u = a1,a2···av_2 of v - 2 terms is obtained. 
There is no need to extend the sequence to v - l terms since the last 
term will always be v. Any tree covering S uniquely determines such 
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a sequence. 
CoIIV"ersely, it can a.lso ·oe shown. that any· sequence of v - 2 numbers 
from (1,2,•••v l uniquely d.etermines a tree coverings. One can asso-
ciate with each sequence u = a1,a2 •••av_2 a unique tree by first 
connecting the vertex 8J. to the vertex b1 labeled with the smallest 
number not in the sequence. Next connect a2 to a vertex b 2 labeled with 
the smallest number not in·the sequence a2,a3···av_2 or the number 
labeling b1 • Connect a3 to a vertex labeled with the smallest number 
not in the sequence a3'a4 • • •av_2 or the numl>ers 1a·oeling "b1 or ·b2 and 
so on. The last edge will be determined by connecting the vertex laoel-
ed with v to the vertex other than o1,b2,•••bv_2 with the smallest laoel. 
It can be shown that this procedure gives a l - 1 correspondence ·oetween 
the set of all trees and the set of all s~quencs of v - 2 terms. But 
since there are v - 2 terms in the sequence and each term could be one 
· v-2 of v numoers, then there are v different sequences each corresponding 
to a unique tree covering 8 in (~,R). 
CHAPrER VII 
PLANAR GRAPHS 
Throughout this paper a graph (S,R) has been represented by 
considering the vertices as points in a plane and the arc (a,b) € R 
as an .oriented geometric simple arc from the point a to b. The question 
arises as to whethe'r a graph may be represented on a plane such that 
the arcs do not intersect except at their endpoints. For instance, 
the complex system of electrical circuits needed for today's electronic 
equipment has lead to the printing of circuits, Obviously a printed 
circuit would be "shorted out" if two paths crossed, It therefore 
becomes necessary to determine whether or not a particular circuit 
(graph) is planar. Fortunately a Polish mathematician Kuratowski 
(1930) has given a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph 
to be planar. A discussion of Kuratowski's theorem will be given 
later, A graph with a representation having this planar property will 
be called a planar graph. However, a little more consideration is 
needed in order to have a good general definition. 
Topological Graphs 
I 
It should be clear that any M-graph (s,R,M) may be represented 
in three-dimensional Euclidean space, E3, such that all vertices are 
distinct and no two arcs intersect except maybe at their end.points. 
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Defini-tion 7 .1. A Tepresentation--of an M-graph in E3 such that all 
vertice-s are distinct and -no two arcs intersect except at their endpoints 
is called a topological graph, denoted by (S,R,M)t. 
Definition 7.2. If~ is a surface in E3 and there exists a one-to-one 
open continuous mappi.ng (homeomorphism) of (S,R,M\ into!(, then 
(S,R,M)t is said to be a ~-topological graEh• When~ is a plane then 
(S,R,M)t is called a planar topological graph. 
Definition 7.3. An M-graph (S,R,M) is planar if and only if there 
exists a planar topological graph (S,R,M)t. 
The use of topological graphs offers the rather obvious advantage 
that one is able to use the known tools of topology in Euclidean space 
to investigate properties of graphs. Indeed, the subject of graphs is 
topological in nature. Some of the problems that gave rise to the 
subject of topology were in the area of graph theory. 
The following material will involve a few basic concepts and 
theorems of point-set topology. It is assumed that the reader is fami-.. . 
liar with such basic topological concepts. The first two topological 
concepts used are that of a boundary point and that of a component 
(topological) • A boundary point of a set · S in E2 is any point of E2 
such that every neighborhood of the point contains at least one point 
of S and at least one point not belonging to S. A compone,nt A of a 
topological space Sis any nonempty connected subset of S such that if 
Bis any connected subset of Sand An Bf¢, then Bis a subset of A. 
Definition 7.4. Let (s,~,M)t be a planar topological M-graph. Every 
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2 open component (region) of E - (S ,R,M\ is called a ·.face_ of (S ,R,M)t. 
Definition 7 .5. A face is -said ·to be bounded or unbounded according 
to whether the face is a bounded or unbounded set. 
Definitton 7.6. A boundarz ~ of a face is any edge of (s,R,M)t 
all of whose points are boundary points of the face. 
Definition 7.7. The contour of a face is the union of all the boundary 
edges of · a face. 
Definition 7.8. Any two faces whose contours have a common edge are 
said to be adjacent. 
In order to illustrate the above definitions consider the planar 
, topological graph in Figure 27. There are three faces A, B and ,C 
denoted by the shaded regions. rhe contour -of face A is {[b,c],[c,e], 
Figure 27, 
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[c,d],(d,b]] ; of face Bis ([g,g]]; of face C is {[a,bl,[b,c],[c~d], 
[d,b],[f,g],(g,g]}. Notice that the contour of a face is not necessari-
ly a set of edge·s boundi.ng the face, but the set of boundary edges of 
the face. Some edges are boundary edges to only one face, sµch as 
edge [c,e] is a boundary edge to -only the face A. Also, some faces 
have only one boundary edge as face B. Faces A and B are bounded 
faces whereas face C is unbounded. Faces A and Bare not adjacent 
whereas any other pair of faces are adjacent. 
It should be mentioned that any planar graph could just as well 
be represented on a sphere and conversely, any graph that can be 
represented on a sphere such that the edges intersect only at vertices 
is planar. One of the simplest ways to establish this result is by 
a stereographic projection. Consider a sphere tangent to a plane at 
point T. (Figure 28.) For every point pin the plane the point 
0 
I 








O diametrically opposite .T determines a line intersecting the sphere at 
one and: only one point P' ( other than· point 0). Thus eve.ry point on 
the plane corresponds to one and only one point on the sphere and every 
point of the sphere other than point O corresponds to one and only one 
point on the .plane. It can be shown that such a mapping is a homoeo-
morphi~m. The following theorem would follow by choosing a representa-
tion Qf the graph in the plane that does not contain the point T. 
Theorem 7.1. An M-graph is planar if and only if it is a ~-topological 
where~ is a sphere. 
It should be clear that a tree ~S,R) is a planar graph. Moreover, 
since the tree is connected and contains no cycles (simple closed 
2 curve), then E - (S,R)t is an unbounded open connected component. 
That is, (S,R\ has only one face which is unbounded. In _fact, the 
following is true: 
Theorem 7.2. There is one and only one unbounded face in a finite planar 
topological graph (s,R,M)t. 
Since (s ,R,M\ is finite then there are only a fini ~e number' of 
edges and consequently (s ,R,M\ is a bounded ' set in E2 • Hence there 
exists a_ simple closed curve C such that (S,R,M)t is contained in the 
interior of c. By ~he Jordan Curve Theorem1, E2 - C = AU B where 
1 ' I Jordan Curve Theorem. Let C be a simple closed curve in E2 and 
' 2 
lets= E - c. The S = AU Bi where A and Bare open regions, exactly 
one of which is bounded. Furthermore, the. boundary of ·A, boundary of 
Band the boundary of Care equal. 
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unbounded region and since B n - (s,R,M\ = p, then· only one face F 
of (S,R,M\ contains B. Hence-··F is unbounded. No other face of 
(S,R,M\ is unbounded since it must be in the interior of the bounded 
open region A. 
Theorem 7.3. No edge of a finite planar topological M-graph is on 
the contour of more than two faces. 
Every arc is a closed set. Consider any edge [a,b]. of the 
' . J 
planar topological M-graph. Since there are only a finite number of 
edges, then the union of all edges other than [a,b]. is closed. If 
J 
xis a point of [a,b]j other than the endpoint, then there exists a 
neighborhood of x containing no points of the other edges. Hence, 
there exists an arc that is a subset of the edge with endpoints on the 
closure of the neighborhood with all other points in the neighborhood. 
It is known that such an arc is a boundary of exactly two components of 
l the neighborhood. Hence, the entire .edge is on the contour of at most 
two f~ces, since every point of the edge must be a boundary point to a 
face if it is a boundary edge. 
Theorem 7.4. If (S,R) is a tree, then in (S,R)t, v - e + f = 2. 
By Theorem 6.2, v - e = l in (S,R)t. Since f = l (only one face), 
then v - 3 + f = 2. 
Theorem 7.4 can be generalized by the following classical theorem 
1The theorem referred to is: Any arc with only the endpoints on 
2 the boundary of a connected region in E is a-boundary to at most two 
components of .the region. 
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due to Euler. 
Theorem 7.5. (Euler's formula) In any fipite connected planar topo-
logical M-graph, v - e + f = 2. 
The theorem will be proved by mathematical induction on the number 
of faces. Let (S,R,M)t be a finite connected planar topological graph. 
Suppose (S,R,M)t has exactly one face. (S,R,M)t has no cycles or 
otherwise there would be at least two faces. Hence (S,R,M)t is a tree 
and by Theorem 7.4 satisfies the theorem. Assume the theorem holds 
for a connected planar topological graph with f faces and let (S,R,M)t 
have f + 1 faces. Since (S,R,M)t has more than one face then by Theorem 
7.2 at least one face is bounded. The contour of a bounded face will 
contain a simple cycle of edges (simple closed curve) or a loop that 
bounds the face~ Any edge [a,b]j of such a cycle is on the contour 
of two faces or otherwise it would not be in the cycle. By Theorem 
7.3, [a,b]j is on the ·contour of exactly two faces. Hence, if edge 
[a,b]j is deleted from (S,R,M)t then (S,R,M)t - [a,b]j has one less 
face than (s,R,M)t. Also since [a,b]j is in a cycle of (S,R,M)t 
then (s,R,M)t - [a,b]j is still connected. By assumption, in 
(S,R,M) - [a,b]j, v - e + f 
t = 2. Thus, in (s,R,M)t when [a,b]j is 
added, v - (e + 1) + (f + 1) = 2. 
Theorem 7.6. The number of bounded faces fb of a finite connected planar 
topological graph is equal to the cyclomatic number 9. 
By Theorem 7.5, v - e + f = 2 and f = e + 2 - v. By Theorem 4.36 
the cyclomatic number G = e + c - v and since it is connected g = 
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e + l ·- v. But by Theorem -7, 2 the number of bounded . faces - fb = f - 1. 
Hence, f = fb + 1 = e + 2 - v and fb = e + 1 - v = G. 
Corollary 7.7. The number of faces of a finite connected planar topo-
logical graph is equal to G + 1 • 
. Theorem 7 .8.- The c.ontour of every face of an irreflexive planar 
topological graph withe~ 3 contains at least three edges. 
Any bounded face is bounded by a simple cycle of edges from its 
contour. Since it is irreflexive then the simple cycle is not .a loop 
and has at least three edges. If there is only one face, necessarily 
unbounded, then each edge is a boundary edge and hence on its contour. 
Since e ~ 3 then the contour has at least three edges. 
Theorem 7.9. The contour of every face of an irreflexive planar 
topological M-graph withe> 2 contains at least 2 edges. 
Theorem 7.9 follows by an argument similar to that for Theorem 
7.8. The difference being that the least number of edges in an irre-
flexi ve M-graph bounding a face is two. 
Theorem 7.10. In every irreflexive planar topological graph with 
e ~ 3, f ~ 2e / 3 • 
Let X = ((a,b) J a is a face and b a boundary edge of a}. The 
cardinal number -of X, J xJ ~ 2e since by Theorem 7.3 no edge is on the 
contour of more than two faces. Also, 3f ~ J X J since by Theorem 7.8 
' 
the contour of each face has at least three edges •, Therefore, 3f < J X J 
< 2e and f ~ 2e/3. 
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- · The-orem 7 .1:1:. End every -irreflexive planar topological M-graph with 
e::: 1, f::: e. 
Using a similar argument withe _> las given for Theorem 7.10, l x! 
< 2e •. , But 2f ::: I XI since by Theorem 7 .9 the contour of each face has 
at least 2 edges. There.f'ore, 2f < Ix!::: 2e ·and f < e. For . e = 1, 
f = 1 < e anyway • 
. Theorem 7.12. Every finite irreflexive planar graph (S,R) has at least 
one vertex of order less than six. 
Theorem 7.12 will follow for any irreflexive planar graph if it 
can be shown that every connected irreflexive planar graph has at least 
one vertex of order less than six. 
Assume that the order of each vertex of (S,R)t is at least six. 
Let Y = [(a,b) l a is an edge and b a vertex of a1· The cardinal number 
of Y, I YI::: 2e since no edge contains more than two vertices. Also, 
6v::: IY I since by assumption every vertex is contained in at least six 
e<;I_ges. Therefore, 6v::: IY I ::: 2e and v::: e/3. By Theorem 7.10, 
f ::: 2e/3. By Theorem 7.5, 2 = v - e + f and 2 = v - e + f::: e/ 3 - e 
+ 2e/3 = 0 which obviously is a contradiction. 
Corollary 7.13. Every planar graph has at least one vertex of order 
less than seven. 
Theorem 7.14. A connected planar topological M-graph with each vertex 
of order three or more has at least one face whose contour contains less 
than six edges. 
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By Theorem 4. 30, v S 2e/3. Suppose the contour of every face 
l 
cor1tains at least six edges. Let X = ((a,b) j a is 1:l' face and b a bound-
ary edge of aJ. The cardinal number of X, I xi S 2e, since by Theorem 
7. 3 every e,dge is on the contoµr of . a:t most two faces. Also 6f < _I~ j, 
since _by assumption every face has at least six edges in its contour. 
Therefore, 6f S jx I~ 2e and~ S e/3. By Theorem 7.5, 2 = v - e + f. 
Hence, 2 = v - e + f :S 2e/3 - e + e/3 = 0 which is a contradiction. 
Theorem 7.15. The complete graph of five vertices is not planar. 
If one can show that an irreflexive complete graph (S,R) of five 
vertices is not planar, then the theorem follows. Assume that (S,R) 
is planar. Hence there is a planar topological graph (S,R)t. By 
Theorem 4.25, e = v(v - 1)/2 = 10. Since (S,R)t is connected, then by 
Theorem 7.5, v - e + f = 2 and f = 2 - v + e = 2 - 5 + 10 = 7. Also, 
by Theorem 7.10, f ~ 2e/3. Therefore, 7 ~ 2·10/3, which is a contra-
diction. Hence (S,R) is not planar. 
The British cosmologist G. J . Whitrow in his book The Structure 
and Evolution of the Universe argued that man could not have evolved 
from a space of two dimensions because of graph theory. He indicated 
that any brain requires a vast number of nerve cells to be connected· 
in pairs by nerves that do not intersect. When he said graph theory 
ruled out the possibility of a tw9-dimensional cre~ture he was refering 
specifically to Theorem 7.15. That i s, Theorem 7.15 indicates the 
maximum number of complete nerve cells of a two-dimensional animal 
would be four. 
Theorem 7.16. An irreflexive graph (S,R) of six vertices each of order 
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three with S partitioned i~to two cells such that no two vertices in the 
same cell are adjaceQt, is not planar. 
First note that each cell must contain three vertices since the 
order of ., each vertex is .-.three. Therefore each vertex in a cell is 
'7 
connected by an e,dge to each vertex i.n the other cell. Hence, a graph 





Assume 'that a graph (s,R,) meeting the hypothesis of Theorem 7.16 
is planar. · Hence there exists a planar topological graph (s,R-}t. Let 
X = [(a,b) a is a face and b a boundary edge of a}. The cardinal 
number of X, jx j :'.:: 2e, since by Theorem 7 .3 each edge is a boundary edge 
to at most two faces~ By Theorem 4.43 every cycle is of even length. 
Therefore, no face has a contour of just three edges and jx l > 4f~ 
But 4f :'.:: jxj S 2e and 2f < e. By Theorem 7.5, v - e + f = 2 and 
f = 2 + e - v = 2 + 9 6 = 5. Hence 2·5 :'.:: 9 which is a contradiction. 
Theorem 7.16 gives the answer to the classical gas-water-electricity 
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problem. The problem is to connect three houses A, · B and C (Figure 28) 
with gas (G), water (W) and electricity (E) such that none of the 
utility lines cross. Theorem 7.16 indicates that this is impossible in 
a plane. 
The non-planar graphs indicated in Theorem 7.15 and Theorem 7.16 
take on special significance. We shall refer to these graphs as the 
hexagonal and pentagonal graphs. Obviously an M-graph that has a 
partial subgraph that is either hexagonal or pentagonal is non-planar. 
It may come as a surprise that the converse is also true. This result 
is stated in the very important and difficult theorem due to the Polish 
mathematician Kuratowski (1930). 
Theorem 7.17. (Kuratowski's theorem) A graph ~s planar if and only if 
it contains no pentagonal or hexagonal partial subgraph. 
It is easily seen by Kuratowski's theorem that an M-graph (S,R,M) 
is planar if and only if its graph (S,R) is planar. 
An interesting problem pertaining to planar graphs .arises in 
designing certain patterns for prints, tile floors or mosaics in general. 
It is always possible to start with a piece ·of tile of x boundary edges 
and continuously add pieces with x boundary edges around it keeping the 
order of the interior vertices the same. For instance, could one 
continue adding pieces with five edges keeping interior vertices of 
• ' 
order three to the pattern started in Figure 30? The answer is "no". 
Problems of this nature are revealed by the following theorem. 
Figure ;o. 
Theorem 7.18 (87) If sets of edges c~n be repeatedly added to an 
/ 
elementary cycle of x edges such that,at each step: 
(1) An irreflexive connected planar graph is formed. 
(2) lim \/v= o, where vb is the number of vertices of the 
v .... co 
unbounded face. 
(3) Every bounded face has exactly x boundary edges._ 
(4) Every vertex perviously on the contour of the unbounded 
face becomes an interior vertex bf order y. 
(5) Every edge is in a cycle. 
then x = 3,Y = 6,x = 6,y = 3, or x = 4,y = 4. 
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Since by cond1tion (4) every vertex eventually has' order y then at 
any given step no vertex could have an order greater than y: Furthe'r-
I 
Ill.Ore, at no step cq11ld all -the verti~es have order y for then no more 
edge..s could be added. Hence 2e -~ yv. But y(v - vb) < 2e. 
Therefore, 
(A)' 
By condition (2) 
y(v - v) < 2e < yv, 
b 
y(v - vb)/2v < 2e/2v < yv/2v and 
y/2 - yvb/2v < e/v < y/2. 
. lim vb/v = 0 and . v_.o:, 
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(B) lim (y/2 - yvb/2v) = lim y/2 - (y/2)1im vb/v = y/2. v .... (X) v .... co v .... co 
Steps (A) and (B) imply that lim e/v = y/2. . v .... co 
The number of edges at each step could be counted ;i.n another vay. 
By Theorem 7.2 there is only one unbounded face and by condition (3) 
each of the f - l bounded faces has exactly x boundary edges. Hence 
(f - l)x counts each edge, not on the contour of the unbounded face, 
twice and each e.d,ge on the contour once. Furthermore vb is the number 
of edges on the contour of the unbounded face. Therefore, 
2e = (f - l)x + vb, 
2e/xv = (f - l)x/xv + v~xv and 
f/v = 2e/xv + 1/v - vb/xv. 
Hence, lim f/v = (2/x)lim e/v + lim 1/v - (1/x)lim vb/v = y/x. 
y_.ro 4(X) 4CO 4CO 
By Theorem 7.5, 
v - e + f = 2 and 
1 - e/v + f/v = .2/v. 
Hence, lim(l - e/v + f/v) = lim 2/v and 
v_.co v .... = 
(c) 
l - y/2 + y/x = o, 
2x - xy + 2y = o, 
-2x + xy - 2y + 4 = 4, 
x(y- 2) - 2(,y, - 2) = 4, 
(x - 2)(y - 2) = 4. 
.11}, 
The only positive integral solutions to (C) are the ones stated in the 
theorem. 
Notice that the pattern started in Figure 28 could never be 
continuously expanded under the conditions of Theorem 7.18 since x = 5 
regardless of the order of interior vertices. 
Dual Graphs 
For every planar undirected M-graph (S,R,M) one can construct 
another undirected M-graph, called its dual, , in the following manner: 
. _ (1) Let every face of (S,R,M\ correspond to one and only one 
vertex in the dual. 
(2) Le.t every edge [a,b]j of (s,R,M)t correspond an edge in the 
dual connecting the vertices -or vertex that correspond to the 
fac:s or _face for which [a,b]j is a boundary edge. 
The dual of (S,R,M)t can be drawn by placing a dot in each face of 
(S,R,M)t to represent the vertices of the dual and dashed lines connect-
ing these points through the edges of (S,R,M)t between the faces to 
represent the edges in the dual (Figure 31. When an edge of (S,R,M)t 
has the same face on either si~e, that is not involv~d in a cycle, then 
•'--
a loop will be formed in the dual. Likewise, a loop in (S,R,M)t will 
result in an edge of the dual not invplved in a cycle. Also notice that 
when two faces of (S,R,M\ have several common boundary edges, a new 
eage in the dual is formed for each one. This is one reason for 
consrdering M-graphs. 
There are several other observations that one should make. In 
Figure 30, (S,R,M)t is connected as is the dual graph. The multiplicity 
of each edge of (s,R,M)t is one, whereas in the dual one edge has a 
multiplicity of three. The dual of (S,R,M)t is also a planar M-graph. 
Also note that the numb~r_ of edges ' in (S,R,M\ and its dual are the 
same, whereas th~ number of faces in one is the number of vertices in 
the other. · The latter remark about duality will be true in general if 
(S,R,M)t · is connected. The following theorems reveal in general some of 
the remarks made above. 
Figure 31. 
' 
Theorem 7.19. An edge not in a cycle of a planar graph corresponds 
to a loop in its dual. 
If an edge [a,b] is not in a cycle of a planar graph then ' it is a 
boundary edge to only one face. Hence by part (2) of the definition of 
a dual graph the edge [a,b] will correspond to a loop with the vertex 
corresponding to the face. 
Theorem 7.20. A loop in a planar graph will cQrrespond to an edge 
--
in the dual not in a cycle. 
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A loop in a planar graph is the only -boundary to the face in its 
interior, It is also a boundary to another face, Hence the vertex in 
the dual corre sponding to the interior face is contained in only one 
edge of the dual graph connecting the interior face to the other. 
Theorem 7.21. The dual graph of a tree withe = n is a planar M-graph 
with only one vertex and a loop of multiplicity n. 
/ 
There.is only one face in a tree and consequently only one vertex 
i n iJ s dual. Since each edge of the tree is a boundary edge and only 
one face, then corresponding to each edge is a loop in its dual. 
Figure 32 illustrates a tree and its dual. Notice the relationship 
Figure 32. 
between inclusion of the loops and the branch pattern in the tree. It 
can also be shown that the converse of Theorem 7.21 is true. 
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Theorem 7 .22. The dual of any planar M- graph is connected .• 
If the dual i.s not connected then its verti ces could be partition-a. 
into two or more cells such that no two vertices in different c!ells 
belong to the same edge. This means that the faces of the original 
graph could be partitioned such that no two faces in different cells 
have a common boundary edge. 2 This is impossible in E. It is imposs i -
bl~ since the closures of the faces in each cell are disjoint and .hence 
n 
E2 = U A such that each A is closed and connected. 
i=l 
Theorem 7.23. The dual of a planar M-graph is planar. 
The Theorem will follow by Kuratowski's theorem if it can be shown 
that it is impossible for a planar graph to (1) contain 5 mutually ad-
j acent faces or (2) contain two groups of three faces with each group 
mutually edgewise disjoint and every face adjacent to the faces in the 
other group. 
In case (1) order the faces F1 ,F 2,F 3'F4 and F 5 such that i > j 
i mpli.es Fi is on the exterior of Fj. If the common edges of F1 and 
F2 are deleted then the remaining edges on the contour of F1 and F2 
form one simple cycle or edgewise disjoint cycles separated by F1 and 
F2 • Also, the edges from F2 in any such cycle are connected as well as 
the edges from F1 • F3 must be interior or exterior to one of these 
cycles. But F3 is adjacent to such a cycle in at least two edges, one 
from F1 and the other from F2 • If t hese edges are deleted then a cycle 
or disjoint cycles. are formed with the various edges from each face 
always connected in the cycle and the cycles separated edgewise by F1 , 
F4 must be interior or exterior to one of these cycles with 
edges from F1,F2 and F3• F4 .is adjacent to such a cycle in a_t least 
three edges, one from each of the first three faces. If these 
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edges are deleted then the remaining part of the contour of F4 and the 
cycle form disjoint cycles separated edgewise by F1 ,F2,F3 and F4• It 
can be shown that no such cycle contains edges f'rom all four faces. 
Hence F5 is separated edgewise from at least one of the first four faces. 
In case (2) let F1 ,F2,F3 and F4,F5,F6 be the groups of mutually 
edgewise disjoint faces. F4,F5 and F6 are all adjacent to F1 and F2 • 
If the common edges are dele~ed then the remaining edges form at least 
three edgewise disjoint cycles separated by F1,F2,F4,F5 and F6 and none 
of the cycles inclu.de edges from F4,F5B.nd F6• Hence F3 being adjacent 
only to one such cycle cannot be adjacent to: F4,F5 and F6 . as was 
originally assumed. 
Theorem 7.24. The planar dual M-graph of a connected planar M-giraph 
with v vertices, e edges and f faces has f vertices, e edges and v faces. 
Let (S,R,M) be a connected planar M-graph. By definition of a dual 
graph we know it has f vertices and e edges, that is, v 1 =fan~ e' = e. 
By Theorem 7.5, y - e + f = 2. But by ,~eorem 7.22 and Theorem 7.23 
the dual is connected and planar. Hence bf Theorem 7.5, v' - e' * f 1 = 
2 and f - e + f' = 2. But v - e + f = 2 = f - e + f' an4 f 1 = v. Hence 
the dual graph has v faces, 
Polyhedral Grap~s 
The rest of the discussions will pertain to a particular kind of 
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planar topological graphs called polyhedral graphs. 
Definition 7.9. A graph (S,R) is called a polyhedral graph if and only 
if: 
(1) (S,R) is connected and planar. 
(2) Every vertex of (S,R) has order greater than two. 
(3). Every face of (S,R)t has more than two boundary edges. 
(4) (S,R) is irreflexive. (no loops) 
(5) Every edge o:f (S,R) is in some cycle. (non-separating) 
One should note that in the definition of polyhedral graphs that 
conditions (2) and (3) are dual statements as well as conditions (4) 
. . 
and (5). Conditions (4) and (5) are dual eitatements because of 
Theorems. 7 .19 and 7 .20. By Theorems 7 .22 and 7.23 the dual of a 
connected planar graph is also connected and planar. Hence, polyhedral 
graphs have the following important property. 
Theorem 7.25. The dual graph of a polyhedral graph is a polyhedral 
graph. 
Theorem 7.25 is very important in that arty theorem about the 
vertices, faces, and edges of a polyhedral graph has a dual statement 
( theorem) by Theorem 7 .24 and that because of Theorem 7 .25 is about 
polyhedral graphs. This is known as the principle of -9:.uality. In other 
words, any theorem abo:µt faces, edges and vertices of a polyhedral graph 
has a dual statement obtaine4 by interchanging the words faces and 
vertices that is also true of polyhedral graphs. ·For instance, the 
statement that each two vertices are joined by an edge is the dual of 
the statement that each two faces have a common boundary edge. 
Theorem 7.26. Each face of a polyhedral graph has at most v - l 
boundary edges. 
The boundary edges of a face form a simple cycle. If there were 
v boundary edges to a face then there could be no other edges in the 
polyhedral graph. Hence the order of each vertex is two, which 
contradicts the definition of a polyhedral graph. 
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Theorem 7.27. (Dual of Theorem 7.26) Each vertex of a polyhedral graph 
has order of at most f - 1 .• 
Theorem 7.28. Every finite polyhedral graph has one vertex of order 
less than six. 
Theorem 7.28 follows directly from Theorem 7.12. 
Theorem 7.29. (Dual of Theorem 7.28) Every finite polyhedral graph 
has one face whose contour has less than six edges. 
'rheorem 7 .30. In eve-r:y polyhedral graph, v ~· 2e/3. 
Theorem 7.30 follows directly from Theorem 4.30. 
Theorem 7 .31. (Dual of ~lJ,eorem 7 .30) In every polyhedral graph, 
f ::: 2e/3. 
Theorem 7 .32. In every po.lyhedral graph, e > 6. 
By Theorem 7.5, v - e + f = 2 and :JV - 3e + 3f == 6. By Theorems 
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7 .30 and 7.32, 3v :S 2e and. 3:f' :S 2e. Hence 6 = 3v - 3e + 3f :S 2e - 3e + 
2e = e and. e > 6. 
'J'h,eor~m 7 ._33. No polyhedral graph has e = 7. 
. r 
By Theorem 7 .5, v - e +. f = 2 and. 3f = 6 + ·3.e .- }If. By Theorem 
. >., • ~. :--· •. ,. f 
7 ·~, f :S ~e/3·_and. 3f :S 2e. Hence, 2e ~ 6- + 3e - ·'.;v, and v ~ (6 + e )/3. 
By_ Tb,eor~m:-7 •. 30 v :S 2e/3 •. Ffheref9re, (6 + e)/3 :S v- 5 2e/3.. If e = 7, 
the~}!~- v :S':43which ·is a~s"';r.~~ Hence e F 7. 
. 1· -· . 
One ma/-wonder if it is impossible for a polyhedr~l graph :t·o· have 
a number of edges greater than five other than seven. The answer is 
•• Such a theorem is found in Vorlesungen uber.~ Theorie der· 
Polyeder by Er?-st_ Steinetz (Springer, 1934)., edited by Hans Rademacher. 
Theorem 7 .34. (16). In evez:y-polyh~dral giaph t4ere are at least four 
vertices e_ach-belonging to less than six edges. 
By Theorem 7.27 the order of each vertex·is less than f. Thus, 
if v1 , i = 3,4, •. ~~ (f - ~) __ , denotes the number of -vertices with order 
i, then v = v3 + v4 + ••• + v f-l • Since a polyhedral graph is 
irreflexive then each edge has exactly two vertices and 2e · ... 3f; + 4v4 + 
••• + (f - l)v:f'_1 • Hence by subtracting, 
. . . 
6v = 6v3 + 6v4 + 6v5 + 6v6 + 6v7. + ••• + 6vf-l 
2e = 3v3 ~ 4v4 + 5v5 + 6v6 + ?v7 + ••• + (f ..::1)v . f-1 
6v - 2e = 3v 3 + 2v4 +. v 5 
6v - 2e :S 3v3 + 2v4 + v5• 
- v - • • • - (f - 7)v -, and 
7 f-1 
But, it was shown in the proff of Theorem 7.33 that 3v ~ 6 + e and 
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4 ~ (v3 + v-4 + v5). This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 7. 35. (Dual of Theorem 7. 34) In every polyhedral graph there 
,· 
are at least four faces each having less than six boundary edges. 
Theorem. 7. 36. (16). In a polyhedral graph the number of faces with 
exactly thre€ boundary edges plus the number of vertices of order three 
is greater than seven. 
By Theorem 7.26 each face has at most v - 1 boundary edges. Thus, 
if Fi denotes the number of faces with i boundary edges, then 
f = F:3 + F4 + + Fv-l· Also, v = v3 + v4 + ••• + vf_1 • Furthermore, 
since each edge is a boundary edge of two faces 2e = 3F3 + 4F4 + • /. 
+ (v - l)Fv-l and since every edge has two vertices 2e'= 3~5 + 4v4 + ••• 
+ (f - l)vf_1 • Therefore, 4e = ~(F3 + v3) + 4(F4 + v4) + •••• By 
Theorem 7.4, 2 = v • e + f and 8,;, 4v + 4f - 4e. Substituting, 
8 = 4v + 4f 
-3(F + v) 
3 3 
4e = 4 ( v 3 + v 4 + • • • + v f-l) + 4 ( F 3 + F4 
- 4 (F 4 + v 4) - • .. - • • • and 
8 = (F3 + v3) - (F5 + v5) - (F6 + v6) -- "°" - ... and 
8:: F3 + v3• 
Hence F3 + v3 > 7. 
+ ••• + 
Corollary 7. 37. No polyhedral graph can have every face with more 
than three boundary edges and every vertex of order greater than 
three. 
F . ) 
v-1. 
The reader is no doubt aware that there are only five regular 
polyhedrons . (solids}, sometimes called the Platbnic soi'.fas. They are 
the tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron and icosahedron. 
It was required that eachface be a regular polygon and all faces be 
congruent. A proof that there are only nve such solids need not 
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be based on the fact that the faces are regular and all faces congruent. 
In-:other words, these things are superfluous as the problem is a 
topological one as reve~led by the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.38. There are only five possible polyhedral graphs such that 
each face has the same number of boundary edges and each vertex the 
same order • 
Let Q be the order of each vertex and B the number of boundary 
edges of each face. By definition of a polyhedral graph Q ~ 3 and 
B ~ :;. By Theor.ems 7 .28 and 7 .29, Q :S 5 and B :S 5. Thus 3 :SQ :S 5 
and 3,:::: B :S 5. But. by Corollary 7.37 either Q = 3 or B = 3. Hence 
there are only five possible regular polyhedral graphs. It is not hard 
to show that the five possibilities correspond to the five regular 
polyhedrons. 
Theorem 7.39 (7). Every planar M-graph is at most 5-chromatic. 
If any irreflexive planar graph is at most 5-chromatic then it will 
follow that any planar M-graph is at most 5-chromatic since the addi-
tion of loops or multiplicity of edges will not affect the chromatic 
number. Thus, consider any irreflexive planar graph. The proof is 
by mathematical induction on the number of' vertices·. If v :S 5 in an 
irreflexive planar graph it obviously follows that ea.ch vertex could 
be colored with a different color satisfying the theorem. Assume that 
every irreflexive planar graph with v - l vertices is at most 
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5-chromatic. Let (s,R) be an irreflexive planar graph with v vertices e 
By Theorem 7.12 one vertex of (S,R) has order less than six. By 
assumption the subgraph (s - (xJ,W) is 5-chromatic. Ifx has order less 
than five then x could be colored with a color other than the colors 
of the adjacent vertices and the theorem would follow. Even if x 
has order five and less than five colors are used to color the ad-
jacent vertices, then x could still be colored with the remaining color 
to prove the theorem. Hence, let xi,i = 1,2,3,4,5 denote the five 
adjacent vertices to x each with a distinct color i. Also let the order 
in the indexing of the adjacent vertices agree with their clockwise 
order about x (Figure 33). 
Figure 33. 
Let iGj be the subgraph of (B - [x},W) with all vertice's of color 
i or j. It is impossible for both x1 and x3 tobe connected in 1a3 
and also x2 and x3 to be connected in 2a4• For if x1 and x3 are con .. 
nected in 1G3 then any chain connecti:n x2 and x4 would necessar:ily 
include a vertex colored 1 or 3. Hence the chain could not be in ;:,P4• 
Hence, two of-the vertices, say x1 
Consider the component ex·· in 1a3• 
l 
connected to x3 in 1o3• The colors 
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a.nd x3' a.re not connected in iG3 •.. 
Obviously x3 ft cx1 since x1 is not 
land 3 can be interchanged in 
C without destroying the property that two adjacent vertices in 
xl 
(S - (x), W) .a.re of different colors o Thus x1 and x3 are now both the 
same color 3 and x can be colored by l which proves the theorem. 
Corollary 7.40. Every polyhedral graph is at most 5-chromatic. 
The relationship between the chromatic number of a planar graph 
and the lea.st number of colors needed to color the faces such that no 
two adjacent faces have the sa.me color was mentioned in Chapter IV. 
Theorem 7.39 is the key theorem in determining the number of colors 
needed to color a planar M-graph. Now it is not true that for every 
planar M-graph there exists a planar M-gra.ph such that its dual is the 
given M-graph. For instance, since by Theorem 7.22 the dual of any 
planar M-graph is connected then there is no planar M-graph whose ... dual 
is a non-connected planar M-graph. However, given any planar M-gr.aph 
(s,R,M) its dual is planar by Theorem 7.2'3 a.nd is at most 5-chromatfc 
by Theorem 7.39. Now its dual being at most 5-chromatic is sufficient 
to know that (S,R,M) can be colored with at most five colors since two 
vertices in the dual of the same color are not connected by an edge 
l 
and thus the two faces in (S,R,M) corresponding to such-vertices are 
not adjacent. Therefore, the faces of a planar M-graph can be colored 
with five or less colors by coloring each face a color corresponding to 
the vert~x color in its at ·most 5-chroma.tic dual. The following famous 
theor:em is established. 
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Theorem!-7.41. Every plan~r M-graph can Ji>e colored with five or less 
colors. 
The problem of determining the least number of colors needed to 
cc,lor a planar M-graph has.had a long history~ ME!,p makers have ex-
.. '·· ., .•· ',. . .. ' . 
perienced that any map on a globe could be colored with four or less 
colors. In fact, no one has consiructed a planar M-graph that re-
quired five colors to color it. However, no one has ever proved that 
.four colors is sufficient.i This problem is referred to as the Four-
. Color Problem. A rough history of the Four-Color Problem is: 
Mobuis first mentioned it formally in a lecture in 1840; in 1850 De-
Morgan made some remarks about it; in 1878, Cayley st,.ated that he could 
nQt prove it; in 1880 Kempe presented a proof for it; in 1890 P. J. 
Heawood exposed a flaw in Kempe' s proof. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY .AND EDUCAT+ONAL IMPLICATIONS 
This thesis presents an abstract sequential deductive development 
of basic theory pertaining to graphs. Included are numerous examples and 
applications that reveal the significance and basic nature of graphs; 
comments a'.bout pro·olems of historical interest; statements regarding 
unsolved problems in the area of graph theory; and an extensive list of 
publications that are notable contri"outions to the suoject. 
Summary 
In Chapter I is the statement of the problem and discussions on the 
justifications, procedures, limitations, and expected outcomes of this 
paper. Basic definitions that u~derlie the subject of graphs are formu-
lated in Chapter II •. The close connection between graphs and relations, 
especially the carry-over of terminology from relations to graphs, is 
discussed in this chapter. In the chapter is a dual set of definitions 
that enaoles one to discuss directed or undirected graphs with a termi-
nology that clearly distinguishes the two situations. Chapter III 
includes some very basic theorems relating some of the terms presented 
in Chapter II and that will be useful for discussions to follow. Some 
of these theorems are important in themselves, but most of them reveal 
basic properties "!;hat eventually lead to more important relatioiaships. 
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Chapter IV contains an·±ntroductton·to·-someimportant integral-valued 
functions of graph theory. The-functions introduced in this chapter 
lead to applicalJle concepts and many lead to important character,izations 
of terms and properties already discussed. A large number of the sign-
ificant theorems of graph theory are presented in this chapter. In 
Chapter V, theory is developed pertaining to the special problems of 
"transversing'' a graph. Much of the history of graph theory is revealed 
in this chapter. Chapter VI also includes theory regarding special 
kinds of problems dealing with trees. Chapter VII includes the sign-
ificant part of graph theory known as planar graphs. The natural 
relationship between graph theory and topology is revealed in this 
chapter. The all important topics of polyhedral graphs, dual graphs 
and the Four Color Problem are contained in this chapter. Kuratowski's 
Theorem and Euler's Theorem, two of the most notable theorems of graph 
theory, are also included in this chapter. 
Educational Implications 
Theory regarding graphs has been developed in numerous disciplines 
and scattered throughout the literature under many disguises. Any 
person wishing to gain an understanding of graphs would need to make a 
search through the literature in various disciplines and then inter-
relate the different definitions and concepts. The material in this 
study offers an undergraduate a means to become aoreast of the theory 
using one comprehensive set of definitions and a sequential deductive 
development of the basic theory. The explicit precise definitions and 
rigor used in proving the theorems should merit the use of this material 
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as a sound-basis for-further research. The extensive selected 
bibliography is intended to facilitate such research. 
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